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Abstract 
Alarm schemes for the elderly that are currently available are expensive. The vast 
majority of these schemes use a portable trigger worn by the client to transmit to a receiver unit 
within the client's home. This receiver unit then calls for help through the public telephone 
network. A large proportion of the overall cost of this type of scheme is the cost of providing 
each client with a receiver unit and a modem. 
In this thesis we look at the possibility of transmitting a high frequency alarm signal 
directly to a service centre from a portable transmitter worn by the client. This method should be 
much cheaper than a conventional telephone based system, as a receiver and modem for each 
client is not required. To obtain the required range, we sacrifice the speech link between the 
client and the service centre and use spread spectrum techniques to reduce the equivalent noise 
bandwidth of the system. There is a channel reserved exclusively for elderly alarm schemes, this 
channel in the high frequency radio band. In the high frequency radio band, the background noise 
is often dominated by the man-made components and is therefore impulsive. The distribution of 
the impulsive noise in these channels is non-stationary and unknown to the system designer. An 
analysis of the performance of a direct sequence spread spectrum system using matched filter 
reception is developed. This analysis concentrates on providing a guaranteed minimum 
performance from a limited precision digital matched filter, regardless of the noise distribution. 
The performance of a non-linear clipping device preceding the matched filter is analysed and is 
shown to improve performance in impulsive noise 
Finally, we study the design of a practical alarm scheme based on direct sequence spread 
spectrum. 
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1. Introduction 
Currently available alarm systems for the elderly and infirm have had a mixed 
reception. They are perceived as a good method of preventing clients from suffering after 
relatively minor incidents. There have been many reports in the press of people lying 
alone in their homes for long periods, unable to draw attention to themselves. Alarm 
systems can prevent this and this is their most positive facet. If the only medical 
condition that a person suffers from is a tendency to fall then an alarm system may enable 
them to live in their own home amongst their friends and neighbours. Many elderly 
people wish to maintain their independence as long as possible and an alarm scheme may 
be one method of helping them achieve this aim. An alarm may also help increase a 
person's confidence after an incident such as a fall, even if the alarm is never used. 
However, many people have expressed doubts about the social and practical 
benefits of an alarm scheme. Doubts on the social benefits of an alarm scheme centre on 
the suspicion that they may be used as a substitute for the type of care that is really 
required. Government agencies may give people alarms as a substitute for more 
expensive forms of care such as residential care or visits by social workers. A perceived 
negative effect of an alarm scheme has been that they may reduce the number of friends 
and relatives that visit a client, because visits will not be made to check on the well being 
of the client. Fears of increased isolation of alarm scheme clients are not true according 
to some survey work and several pieces of evidence suggest that the amount of personal 
contact an elderly person receives is not reduced by them having an alarm installed. 
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However, doubt about the practical benefits of some alarm schemes are well 
substantiated. Many reports reviewing alarm schemes currently in operation reveal 
practical problems which significantly reduce the effectiveness of the scheme. Some 
forms of alarm scheme which have been shown to be ineffective are still being installed 
and many schemes have major design faults. This leads to the suspicion that many alarm 
systems are poorly designed. This suspicion is fuelled by reports of unreliability, false 
alarms and large variations in the performance of samples of the same alarm scheme 
equipment. There is also a distinct lack of technical information on the design of an 
alarm scheme in either the communications or sociology literature. This study is 
motivated by an attempt to design an alarm scheme with as few practical problems as 
possible. 
In this thesis we study the design of an alarm scheme from the point of view of a 
communications system. To reduce the cost of the system, we will look at the design of a 
system which transmits a call for help directly to a service cent from a portable trigger 
worn by the client. This direct transmission method will make the new system much 
cheaper and easier to install than the conventional telephone based system, as there is no 
requirement to provide and install a modem for each client. In particular we shall attempt 
to demonstrate that the use of spread spectrum communications techniques may be 
beneficial to the technical performance of a direct transmission alarm scheme. Spread 
spectrum techniques were originally developed for use in military communications 
systems. There are however large contrasts between some of the properties desirable in a 
military system and the properties required for this application. In particular, the cost of 
any alarm scheme must be affordable by some of the poorest members of our society. 
This is as much a parameter in the design of an alarm scheme as any engineering 
constraint. 
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1.1. Organisation of this thesis 
Chapter 2 provides the background to this study. It is split into two distinct parts. 
The first part is concerned with alarm schemes for the elderly. This section isolates the 
desirable properties of an alarm scheme, based on the previous experience of operators, 
clients and sociologists. The second part of this chapter introduces spread spectrum 
techniques and shows that communications systems based on spread spectrum techniques 
have some desirable properties in the context of an alarm scheme. 
Chapters 3 and 4 study the digital matched filter necessary in the type of spread 
spectrum system envisaged for an alarm scheme. Chapter 3 draws heavily on the work of 
C. R. Calm to show that it is possible to design a digital matched filter with a limited 
number of quantisation levels that has a guaranteed minimum performance regardless of 
the input noise distribution. The number of quantisation levels required to produce 
reasonable performance is small. Chapter 4 aims to extend and improve the work in 
chapter 3 to develop a practical digital matched filter with a good guaranteed minimum 
performance regardless of the input noise distribution. 
Chapter 5 looks at the type of noise that occurs in the HF radio bands. The effect 
that this noise has on conventional systems is compared with the effect we expect it to 
have on a spread spectrum system. A method of improving the performance of the 
matched filters in FIF noise is developed. 
Chapter 6 examines the design of an alarm system based on spread spectrum 
techniques. This chapter employs techniques used in many other communications 
systems currently in use, but as yet not found in alarm schemes. It also highlights some 
of the problems of trying to design a communications system purely on paper. Chapter 7 
draws some conclusions about the potential success of a high frequency radio alarm 
scheme based on spread spectrum. 
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There are three appendices at the back of this thesis. Appendix A contains lists of 
verified rn-sequences. The properties and the use of rn-sequences are discussed in 
Chapter 5. Appendix B contains some of the original publications arising from the work 
reported here. Finally, appendix C contains some of the software used to obtain the 
simulation results included in this thesis. 
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2. Background 
This chapter is split into two distinct parts. Part 1 introduces alarm systems for the 
elderly and infirm. It contains the definition of the problem we are trying to solve, 
extracting from the sociology literature the desirable properties of an alarm scheme, and 
the current levels of technology being used. Part 2 introduces the main technique which 
we are going to use in the development of the alarm scheme, spread spectrum. We define 
the basic properties of spread spectrum systems and show that these properties are useful 
in the context of an elderly alarm scheme. 
2.1. Alarm systems for the elderly and infirm 
Alarm systems for the elderly and infirm have been around for some considerable 
time. Early systems were vry simple such as a light in the window or a siren, operated 
by mechanical switch. Such systems had severe limitations, they advertised the 
vulnerability of the person to everyone, not just those with good intentions. They also 
relied on someone seeing or hearing the alarm signal and they required operation of a 
hard-wired switch, which could prove to be out of reach in an emergency. Hard-wired 
systems using pull cords to alert a warden in sheltered housing are still being installed, 
despite the problem of activating the alarm. Two major problems of hard wired alarm 
systems are availability and installation costs. Due to the wiring requirement, this type of 
system can only be installed in very localised areas, such as a sheltered housing scheme 
or a home for the elderly. Many elderly people wish to stay in their own homes as long 
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as possible, excluding them from the benefits of this type of alarm scheme. The costs of 
a hard-wired system can also be extremely high. The installation of a new scheme of this 
type in Glasgow is estimated to cost £14M for 30,000 homes or £467 per house. This 
scheme is particularly comprehensive, but few local authorities would be prepared to 
spend this amount of money on an alarm scheme. 
In more recent times, telephone based alarm schemes have been used. These 
systems use portable radio triggers worn by the client, which trigger an auto-dial modem 
to call for help. The advantages of this type of scheme are that it is available to all 
households, and that it does not advertise the vulnerability of the client. However, it does 
have several disadvantages. The system is subject to the reliability of the public 
telephone network and reliability can be further compromised by accidental 
disconnection e.g. leaving the phone off the hook, or problems with the radio receiver 
which feeds the telephone modem. The main drawback for telephone based alarm 
systems is their cost. Such systems are available from both the public and the private 
sector. In a survey of private sector systems in 1989, the average cost was around £200 + 
VAT for a basic modem and one trigger [1].  This does not include monitoring, nor the 
cost of installing a phone line if one does not already exist. 
There are a few direct radio link systems currently available, but they are very 
expensive, one included in the 1989 survey cost £775 + VAT. 
2.1.1. The clients 
These alarms may be used by a large variety of people who are perceived to be at 
risk of requiring medical help with no-one available to obtain it for them. As well as the 
elderly who are prone to falls and dizzy spells [2-5] etc., they may be given to people 
recovering from major surgery such as amputations. Connected to the correct sensing 
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equipment, it may be possible to detect other ailments, such as epilepsy or chronic 
asthma. This group of clients is growing in number, as the vast majority of clients are 
elderly and the elderly population is increasing in Britain and in Europe [6]. However 
there are some groups which should not be given client operated alarms. Mentally ill 
clients are likely to cause a large number of false alarms which may, in extreme cases, 
compromise the system. Automatic triggers may be provided for such clients if a suitable 
sensing device exists. Sadly, the mass issuing of alarms to the elderly and people at risk 
of sudden fatal conditions is not likely to prevent many deaths. Surveys have shown that 
the vast majority of people in this group would die before help arrived [7]. 
2.1.2. Requirements for a successful alarm scheme 
To operate a successful alarm scheme there are two important aspects which must 
be implemented, the organisation and the technology. This thesis shall concentrate on the 
technological aspect, but many social workers have expressed the feeling that the 
organisational aspect is more important [8]. 
In the organisation of a good alarm scheme, there are three distinct phases. 
The first phase is the identification of the client and the installation of the alarm. 
The client should belong to one of the groups mentioned in section 1.2, but another 
important criterion is that the client should desire the alarm. Uncooperative clients who 
accept the alarm reluctantly are likely not to be wearing the alarm when they need it [9]. 
The designers and installers of the alarm can help in this respect by making it as 
unobtrusive and convenient for the user as possible. 
The second phase of the organisation is the maintenance of the alarm scheme and 
monitoring. Regular checks should be made to make sure that the alarm is working, and 
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the client is satisfied with the scheme. Often this will involve visiting the client's home. 
Maintenance of records is a very important part of this procedure, knowing who has an 
alarm and where they are living. A record which provides the wrong address for an 
alarm could have disastrous consequences. Monitoring of an alarm scheme should be 
continuous, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Although most incidents happen at certain 
times of the day, one of the important functions of an alarm is to provide peace of mind 
for the client. Ideally, monitoring should be done by specialist trained personnel who 
understand the scheme. However, systems have been operated successfully without this 
costly provision. 
The third phase of an alarm scheme is the answering of distress calls. This may be 
done by a variety of methods. In some schemes, the client may be asked to nominate a 
number of friends or neighbours who will be telephoned in the event of an alarm call. 
This list can be supplemented by asking the friends and neighbours of one client to be 
helpers for other clients in the scheme. This type of scheme has proven to be effective 
and saves money [8, 101. In some cases local police have agreed to answer alarm calls if 
the list of helpers for a particular client is exhausted. The maintenance of good records is 
vitally important in this type of scheme. Other schemes use wardens to answer distress 
calls, but this is more expensive and difficult in a scheme covering a wide area. 
The important attributes of the technology (ie. the hardware) used in an alarm 
scheme are described below, with particular reference to one way (simplex) radio 
systems. 
The technology must be extremely reliable, both in transmitting alarm signals and 
preventing false alarms. The serious consequences of failing to transmit an alarm signal 
correctly are obvious. Perhaps less obvious are the consequences of too many false 
alarms. This can lead to complacency by the operating staff and the disturbance of the 
clients and seriously undermines confidence in the system. It uses more human resources 
than strictly necessary and therefore increases the cost of the system. The technology 
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must be cheap. The market for this type of system is likely to be local authorities, old 
peoples homes, hospitals or the clients themselves. None of these groups is likely to be 
particularly affluent. In a one way radio system, this means cheap transmitters, as there 
are many transmitters to each receiver. The transmitters should be light, convenient, easy 
to maintain (eg. long battery life) and as unobtrusive as possible for the client. The 
receiver should be easy to operate and extremely reliable under all operating conditions. 
These conditions include extremes of temperature, under interference from other 
equipment and adverse transmission characteristics. 	Equipment for use in an alarm 
scheme should incorporate high reliability techniques, such as battery backup and 
redundancy in crucial components. These attributes are in addition to the regulatory 
requirements and the relevant standards (see [11, 121 for example). 
2.2. Spread spectrum communications 
The principles of spread spectrum communication were first expressed in 
Shannon's equation for channel capacity [13] :- 
= 	1+—I C Wlog4 S 
/ 	 N) 
(2.1) 
where C is the channel capacity in bits per second, W is the bandwidth in Hertz, N is the 
noise power and S is the signal power. From the equation we can see that for a fixed 
capacity, the signal to noise ratio required drops as the bandwidth increases. 
The definition of a spread spectrum system is a system that uses a bandwidth far in 
excess of the minimum bandwidth required to transmit the information. The definition of 
a spread spectrum system is often restricted to systems that use some function other than 
the information being sent to determine the transmitted signal. This excludes several 
formats from being considered as spread spectrum systems, eg. wide-band FM. A spread 
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spectrum system typically has a spreading process at the transmitter, which widens the 
bandwidth of the data to be transmitted and a de-spreading process at the receiver, which 
collapses the received signal to the original data bandwidth. At the receiver, the 
collapsing of the signal to the bandwidth of the data rejects most of the noise in the 
received signal. This noise rejection is known as the process gain and is given by 
transmission bandwidth 
process gain = 
data bandwidth 
(2.2) 
It is worth noting at this point that spread spectrum transmission does not provide 
increased signal to noise ratio for systems operating in thermal noise, as the noise power 
in this case is proportional to the bandwidth used to transmit the signal. More details of 
various spread spectrum systems can be found in [14-22]. However, we shall confine 
ourselves to a discussion of the type of spread spectrum system that is to be employed 
here, ie. direct sequence spread spectrum. 
2.2.1. Direct sequence spread spectrum 
Direct sequence is one method of creating and demodulating spread signals. Direct 
sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) signals are created by multiplying the data to be 
transmitted by a sequence with a much higher bit rate (see fig. 2.1). The sequence is 
often referred to as a pseudo-noise (PN) sequence because it does not contain any useful 
information and is essentially a randomly selected code. Each bit of this sequence is 
known as a chip and the bit rate of the sequence as the chip rate to avoid confusion with 
the data rate of the information being transmitted. This signal, which now has a higher 
bandwidth than the data, is modulated and transmitted. At the receiver the signal is 
demodulated and then multiplied by a reference copy of the PN sequence (fig. 2.2). If 
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PN sequence P(t) 	Exclusive OR 	P(t)D(t) 
generator 	 ' (digital multiply) H 
 Modulator 
P(t)D(t) cos Wct 
	






to data rate 
Clock at 
chip rate 
Fig. 2.1: Block diagram of a direct sequence spread spectrum transmitter 
P(t)D(t)cos Wift () D(t)cos 








Fig. 2.2: Block diagram of a direct sequence spread spectrum receiver 
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the reference PN sequence is synchronised with the transmitter sequence, this restores 
the data to its original bandwidth and enables it to be passed through a filter set to the 
bandwidth of the data signal [14]. This type of system relies on being able to synchronise 
the reference PN code with the incoming code. This is a difficult and time consuming 
task, and in the alarm scheme case almost certainly too time consuming (see [14, 23]). 
Therefore, we employ a different type of direct sequence spread spectrum receiver using 
a matched filter. The parallel nature of the matched filter device means that there is no 
synchronisation time, and provided that the peaks which come out of the matched filter 
can be detected, the performance of the matched filter circuit is the same as the circuitry 
in fig. 2.1. In military systems, the matched filtering is done by a surface acoustic wave 
(SAW) matched filter [24] as shown in fig. 2.3. 
P(t)D(t)cos Wilt 
	
Surface acoustic wave 
	 Demodulator/ 	D(t) 
From receiver IF matched filter 
peak detector 
Fig. 2.3: Block diagram of a direct sequence spread spectrum receiver using a SAW 
matched filter. 
However, because of the velocity of the waves in a SAW devices (see [25, 26, 21] ), the 
maximum total delay available is about 1 ys. This means that the minimum data rate in a 
spread spectrum system using these devices is about 1 Mb/s. This is far higher than the 
data rate required in an alarm system. Therefore, we are forced to use the receiver 
circuitry in fig. 2.4, where the matched filtering operation is done by a baseband digital 
matched filter (DMF). The performance of these DMFs is one of the major topics in this 
thesis and will be discussed in detail in chapters 3-5. 
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P(t)D(t)cos 
P(t)D(t) 	 Digital 
matched 
Analogue to  Wift 	Demodulator 	
digital convertor 	
ifi From receiver IF 
D(t) 	Peak detector 
and threshold 
Fig. 2.4: Block diagram of a direct sequence spread spectrum receiver using a digital 
matched filter. 
2.2.2. The advantages of spread spectrum in this application 
There are several reasons why spread spectrum transmission may have advantages 
over conventional transmission in this application. 
The channels being used for elderly alarms are often subject to stray narrow-band 
interference from adjacent channels used for citizen band radio and RF remote control 
units such as garage door openers. For example, one of the bands adjacent to the 27.450 
MHz frequency is reserved for model aircraft controllers [27]. Spread spectrum 
transmission enables much of this noise to be rejected, as when the received narrow-band 
interferer is multiplied by the reference PN code it is spread over a wide bandwidth and 
thus most is rejected by the data bandwidth filter (fig. 2.5). 
It is possible to operate two or more spread spectrum systems in the same channel 
providing that different PN codes are used. This is because a code which is not matched 
to the one in the receiver is rejected in a similar manner to narrow-band interference. 
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Power 
Frequency 
a) Before Exclusive OR 
bandwidth filter 
Power 
	 Despread signal 
spread by PN code 
Frequency 






c) After data bandwidth filter 
Fig. 2.5: Rejection of narrowband interference by a direct sequence spread spectrum system. 
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This property is known as code division multiple access (CDMA). Currently there is 
much debate as to whether or not this method of separating transmissions is more 
efficient than the more common frequency division multiple access (FDMA) or time 
division multiple access (TDMA) [28-33]. In an elderly alarm scheme however, it may 
be a convenient property for separating different schemes in the same area or operating a 
cell type structure for adjoining schemes. Spectral efficiency, the number of channels per 
unit bandwidth, may be less important. 
If conventional techniques were used to transmit an alarm signal at the minimum 
rate of around 1 bit/s, it would require very accurate frequency references at the receiver 
and very narrow band filters to obtain the optimal signal to noise ratio. Due to the wider 
bandwidth of spread spectrum signals, this is less of a problem. 
The noise prevailing in the channel under consideration is impulsive (see chapter 
5). It has already been shown that spread spectrum systems have good performance in 
this type of interference. This will be discussed in detail in chapter 5. 
2.2.3. Disadvantages of spread spectrum in this application 
The only disadvantage of spread spectrum in this application is an increase in 
complexity of the hardware and the system design. The increase in hardware complexity 
is mostly at the receiver. If the spread spectrum system can be made to transmit from the 
client direct to a remote receiver, there will be many transmitters for one receiver and the 
cost due to this increase in complexity should be small for each client. This cost will be 
more than recouped from the substantial saving made by not having to provide each 
client with a receiver and telephone modem. 
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3. Digital matched filters in unknown 
interference 
In the next three chapters, we develop digital matched filters for use in direct 
sequence matched filter receivers of the type shown in chapter 2. They must have a 
guaranteed minimum performance. When designing systems of this type, we have to be 
able to quote a usable range, within which the system must work extremely reliably 
regardless of adverse circumstances within the transmission channel. In the case of the 
alarm scheme channel, one of the potentially adverse circumstances is the distribution of 
the interference. There will be more discussion of the interference distributions likely to 
be encountered by this system in chapter 5, but one of the most important features of this 
channel is that the interference present in it is likely to be dominated by man-made 
interference. Its distribution is therefore unknown. 
In this chapter, we examine previous work into digital matched filters with a 
guaranteed minimum performance in interference with an unknown distribution. 
3.1. Guaranteed minimum performance digital matched filters 
In his 1971 papers [34, 35] C. R. Calm outlined a method for designing digital 
matched filters (DMFs) with guaranteed minimum performance in unknown interference. 
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This section is an interpretation of Calm's work. 
3.1.1. Binary quantisation 
A binary quantisation scheme tries to establish the polarity of a transmitted signal S 
from a received signal plus noise S + N. Assuming each chip is independent, and the 
probability of error in one chip is P. then the output signal to noise ratio for a matched 
filter of length K is given by [36] 
	






As P tends to 0.5, as it will in a spread spectrum system with S <<N 
§ = K(l_2P)2 	 (3.2) 
N 
One of the problems of binary quantisation is the complete suppression effect. This 
occurs when the the noise is greater than the signal for all samples, as it would be for a 
spread spectrum system with S <<N and square wave interference. In this case, P = 0.5. 
Thus, from equation 3.2, the signal to noise ratio at the output of the DMF is 0. The 
following analysis tries to establish a lower bound for the signal to noise ratio with a 
specified bound on the noise power. It will avoid the complete suppression effect and 
provide a guaranteed minimum performance. The cost of this is slightly reduced 
performance for Gaussian noise. 
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3.1.2. Dither 
The method used to avoid the complete suppression effect is to add a dither voltage 
6 to the input signal before the polarity quantiser as shown in fig. 3.1. 
Input 





Fig. 3.1: DMF with dither voltage on input. 
The dither at each sample is chosen from a PDF g().  The object is to find the g(fl) that 
minimises the probability of quantising to the incorrect polarity when the noise 
interference distribution is worst case. For a particular fi, the probability of error is 0.5 
times the probability that the modulus of n - fi is greater than the signal, where n is the 
noise sample. If we normalise the signal to 1 then the probability of an error for a single 
sample is:- 
11 
P sample error 	 P(l<fl13<1) 	 (3.3) 
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The average probability of error is then given by integrating over 5. 
1 	1 
°° 1+fl 
P = - fj g(ö) p(n) dn d,6 (3.4) 
-00 	 3 
If the worst case noise probability density is known, then the probability of error, P. is 
minimised by setting fi so that:- 
1 +p 
J p(n)dn = maximum 	 (3.5) 
-1+p 
By reversing the order of integration, equation 3.4 may be re-written as:- 
00 1+n 
P=_jj(P)P(n)dl3dn 	 (3.6) 
Since the noise voltage >> 1, we can assume that g(6)  is essentially constant over a 
region of width 2. Therefore:- 
P = 	f p(n)g(n)dn 	 (3.7) 
A solution is sought which maximises P with respect to p(n) (the noise PDF, outwith the 
system designer's control), and minimises P with respect to g(n) (the dither PDF, 
controlled by the designer). The constraints are that p(n) and g(n) are both PDFs and that 
the noise PDF has variance o.2,  ie. : - 
00 
f g(n) dn = 1 	 (3.8) 
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00 
J(n) dn = 1 
	
(3.9) 
- f n 
2  p(n)dn = .2 	 (3.10) 
Using Lagrangian multipliers [37].for  the constraint equation 3.8:- 
1 	
(oo 
f p(n)g(n)dn + A, I 
J 
g(n)dn 	 (3.11) 
00 
	
f g(n)[p(n) — Ajdn — A, 	0 	 (3.12) 
g(n) = 0 contradicts equation 3.8, hence:- 
p(n)-2 1 =0 	 (3.13) 
Using Lagrangian multipliers for the constraint equations 3.9 and 3.10:- 
00 
00 	 00  
d[ 	I f P(n)(n)dn]+ 221 J p(n)dn - i] + 23 1 J n2 p(n)dn - a 2I]= 0 (3.14) 
00 - 	f p(n)g(n)dn -22 J p(n)dn —23 J fl2P(fl)dfl] =0 	(3.15) 
IKII 
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- i 
m 
f p(n)[g(n) – A2 – A3n 2] I dn =0 	 (3.16) 
p(n) = 0 contradicts equations 3.9 and 3. 10, hence: - 
g(n)-22 -23 n2 =0 	 (3.17) 
From equation 3.13, 
p(n) = A. 1 	 (3.18) 
Applying equation 3.9, and assuming that p(n) only exists over a limited range [a, –a] 
and is zero elsewhere (from equations 3.18 and 3.9, this is reasonable) yields:- 
J2i dn=1 	 (3.19) 
- > 221 a=1 	 (3.20) 
-* a= 
1
— 	 (3.21) 
22 
Applying equation 3. 10, 
J n2p(n)dn = U2 	 (3.22) 
-21- 
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a3 
- 22 -- = .2 	 (3.23) 
Applying equation 3.2 1, 
p(n) = 
2'Icr 	
[43-c,'IcY] 	 (3.24) 
g(n) should have the same range as p(n) 
g(n)=O, fl=±cr 	 (3.25) 
re-writing equation 3.17 in the form 
g(n) = 2411 - 25 n2] 	 (3.26) 






- (n)=241_ , —] 	 (3.28) [  
Applying equation 3.8:- 
f g(n)dn = 1 	 (3.29) 
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- 	J
1— ------ 1dn = 1 	 (3.30) 
-a L 	32] 
_2[ 
fl 3f  
=1 	 (3.31) 90,2 
a 
63 
- A4 (243-o, - 6-,r3- — 	 (3.32) 92) 
-3 24 = 	 (3.33) 
This implies the solution , - 
—cr<fl<'Icr 	 (3.34) 
4a 	3a2) 
g(fl) = 0 	 elsewhere 	 (3.35) 
Note that this solution avoids the complete suppression effect. Substituting this solution 
into (3.7) we obtain:- 
P=-- 	I 1—_I(n)dn 	 (.36) 3a2 )  
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1 	1" 
2 4a ( 










I\1JJ = (3.39) 
Hence, from equations 3.2, 3.38 and 3.39:- 
_ 2p)2 __lS 
lj%$hjbina,y wo 	
= K(1 	
30 2 - 3 I..JSj)analogue 	
(3.40) 
rst case 
Thus the worst case performance of a binary quantisation system, using dither with a 
PDF as described in (3.34) and (3.35) is 4.8 dB below that of an analogue filter. To 
simulate this worst case condition, we are required to know the worst case interference. 
From equation 3.40, we know that summation over a sequence of length K gives:- 
S 	K 
(N )binary  3cT 
(3.41) 
where 
= average interference power in each of K samples 	(3.42) 
Consider averaging over n sets of K samples, where n is an integer for simplicity. 
(S 	K ' 	1 
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If the root mean square (RMS) interference is a, it follows that: - 
n 
= na 2 	 (3.44) 
i=1 
We have to minimise (3.43) subject to (3.44), which means maximising 
n OT (3.45) 
subject to (3.44). This gives the solution:- 
(i)2 	2 
	
(aK) = a 	for all i 	 (3.46) 
Thus square wave interference is the worst case interference for binary quantisation with 
a dither PDF as given in equations 3.34 and 3.35, and results in performance described by 
equation 3.40. 
3.1.3. Multilevel quantisation 
We can now extend the minimax design criterion to multilevel quantisation, using a 
similar structure to fig 3.1, but with some subtle differences. Fig. 3.2 shows a block 
diagram of a multi-level system. The main differences are that the delay has been 
excluded and that the dither function has been modified. In the simulations to follow, the 
noise statistics are assumed to be stationary and the RMS measurement perfect. Thus the 
delay will have no effect. The dither function has been modified in two ways. First, it is 
no longer added to the signal, but instead it is used to change thresholds. Secondly, the 
dither function is constrained to be made up of a series of uniform distributions. The 
effect of this constraint will be discussed in the next chapter. The dither function will be 
-25- 
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I Lx RMS XXI ....Estimation 	 I  
-')I U(s,w1 +2) IU(w,+2w2++2wNa1+2 ...+2 a) 
N/2 uniform dither generators 
Fig. 3.2: Multi-level DMF structure. 
used to assign each sample of received signal plus interference to one of Q levels. We 
define the reception probabilities p(q/r), the probability of a received amplitude r being 







If the signal has the value s at the receiver, the overall quantisation probabilities are given 
by:- 
p(q/s) = J p(q/r)p(r - s)dr 	 (3.48) 
Expanding p(r - s) using a Taylor series and assuming s << r as it will be in the case of 
the noise being much greater than the signal:- 
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p(q/s) = J p(q/r)p(r)dr - s J p(q/r)p'(r)dr 	 (3.49) 
p'(r) denotes 1 - p(r). Therefore: - 
MIS) = Pq - s J p(q/r)p'(r)dr 	 (3.50) 
where Pq  denotes J p(q/r)p(r)dr. s = ±1 for transmitting binary digits, thus:- 
p(q/±1) = P+_{_ J P(Ir)P1(r)dr} 	 (3.51) 
	
p(q/±1) = Pq ±Eq 	 (3.52) 
where Eq denotes - J p(qlr)p'(r)dr. If we assign a weight y to each level q, the 
correlation output v becomes:- 
K 
VSjY qj 	 (3.53) 
i=1 
q 1 is the level assigned to the ith sample. 
E(v) = K Y, Eq 1q 	 (3.54) 
all q 
E(v 2) = K E Pq Yq2 	 (3.55) 
all q 
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From (3.54), (3.55) and (3.56):- 




PqYq :9 all q 
K 	Eq2IPq 	 (3.57) 
all q 
This is maximised when:- 
Yq = Eq/Pq 	 (3.58) 
and the right hand term in equation 3.57 becomes an equality. If we find values:- 
* 
Eq = Eq 	 (3.59) 
Pq = Pq 
	 (3.60) 




~ K 	Eq2/Pq 	 (3.61) 
 all  
if we use the weights:- 
= Eq/Pq 	 (3.62) 
3.1.4. Lower bound on performance with four quantisation levels 
Using the equations 3.61 and 3.62 above, we can set about designing a system, 
based on the circuit in fig. 3.2, which maximises the worst case output SIN ratio. 
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Assuming symmetry around zero, (see equation 3.51). 
Pi = P-i 	 (3.63) 
P2= P-z 	 (3.64) 
and 
	
El = E_ 	 (3.65) 
= E_2 	 (3.66) 
From equation 3.61 the output S/N is given by:- 
(N)o
S 	
2K 	 (3.67)  ~ 
(P1 P2) 
We assume a uniform distribution of the thresholds over four regions (see fig. 3.3). Thus, 
the probability density of the location of the thresholds is given by:- 
p(l: 2) = p(-2: —1) = --- 	 (3.68) 
2w2 
p(—l: 1) = 	 (3.69) 
where p(l: 2) denotes the probability density of the threshold between region 2 and 1. E1 
is the probability that the signal content will displace the input sample into region 1. If 
the interference value n lies anywhere in the region:- 
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2w 	p2 2w I 	2 
q=-2 	 q=2 
q=-1 	q=1 
threshold 	threshold threshold 
(-1:-2) (1:-i) 	(1:2) 
Fig. 3.3: Probability densities using four level quantisation with uniform dither functions. 
—w 1 <n <Wi 	 (3.70) 
then with a signal of magnitude 1 and the above threshold probability densities:- 
1 
Si =( 3.71) 
2w 1 
which is the probability of crossing from region -1 to 1. The worst case interference in 
this case is to utilise n =0, which takes no power, with probability p0. if the interference 
lies in the range 











The contribution to sl is negative, as in this region the sample can only be displaced out 
of region 1. In this range, the worst case strategy is to set n = A, since the average value 
of n sets the transition probabilities and the power is minimised for a constant value. The 
probability of n = A, pA, is still to be determined. Finally, in the region:- 
n ~! w 1 + 2w 
	
(3.75) 
the signal has no effect, so there is no contribution to any of the e values. The minimum 
interference power causing this is given by:  
n = w1 + 2W 2 
	 (3.76) 
To calculate the overall value of s, the values of e given in equations 3.71 and 3.73 are 
summed, weighted by the probability of the sample lying in the relevant range. Note that 
as long as 
w1 + 2W 2  <o 
	
(3.77) 
the complete suppression effect is avoided. We now have the general form of the worst 
case interference distribution. It is: - 
n =0 with probability p0 	 (3.78) 
n = A, —A each with probability pA . 	 (3.79) 
n = w 1 + 2w2 , —(w 1 + 2w2) each with probability 0.5(1 - p0— 2pA) (3.80) 
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If p0 and pA are taken as parameters to be optimised to find the worst case interference, 
A may be computed by solving the noise power equation:- 
2A 2pA + 2(w j + 2w2)20. 5(1 - p0 - 2pA) 
=2 	 (3.81) 
with the constraints for valid probabilities:- 
	
w 1 <A < w 1 +2w2 	 (3.82) 
0.5(1 
- 
p0 - 2pA) ;~ 0 	 (3.83) 
For any given value of the w parameters, chosen by the designer, the interference 
parameters p0 and pA are varied over their full range and the minimum value is the worst 
case. This is repeated for all values of the w parameters, and the best w parameters are 
chosen. A computer search algorithm -produces the plot shown in fig. 3.4, where the best 
W parameters are:- 
w 1 =0.61a 	 (3.84) 
W2 = 0. 92u 	 (3.85) 
which gives an output SIN ratio of (see equation 3.67):- 
(1IJ = 0.59K/cr2 	 (3.86) 
which is 2.3dB less than the analogue case given in equation 3.39. The worst case noise 
parameters are:- 
p0  =0.38 	 (3.87) 
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Fig. 3.4: Worst case signal to noise ratio vs the w parameters. 
The first w parameter is w 1 /or and the second w parameter is 14'2/0r. 
	
A =0.98,pA = 0.27 
	
(3.88) 
Quantisation is done using two uniformly distributed random variables, flu and fl2 such 
that: - 
—0. 61cr <flu <0.61cr 	 (3.89) 
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0. 61a < j32 <2. 450- 	 (3.90) 
A received sample is quantised such that:- 
amplitude = 1.0; In !!~ 62 	 (3.91) 
=3.85; Irl> fi2 
	
(3.92) 
polarity = sign (r - p1) 	 (3.93) 
3.2. Simulation results and discussion 
This section contains simulation results for the binary quantisation case and the 
four level quantisation case. It is interesting to compare these results with those obtained 
by Cahn. 
3.2.1. Binary quantisation 
Fig. 3.5 shows simulation results for binary matched filters of the type discussed in 
sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2. For the purposes of simulation, g() in equation 3.34 was 
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-0------------- - ------------------ - ------------------ - ---------------- 
simulated 511 0 
simulated 2047: + 
511 (equation 3.40) 
2047 (quatiori 3.40) ........... 
511 (euation 3.103) 
: .3... 1-0-3-:: 
-20 
-40 	-30 	-20 	-10 	0 	10 	20 	30 	40 
Input signal to noise ratio (dB) 
Fig. 3.5: Simulation results for Cahn's binary digital matched filter. 
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distributed random variable using the transformation (see [39] , chapter 7):- 
2-I p = 	sin-' (2,6  un:for,n - 1) 	 (3.95) 
ir 
Pun4forrn 
is a uniformly distributed random variable between 0 and 1. The simulation 
assumes that the short term RMS estimation in fig 3.1 is perfectly accurate and that there 
are no problems with synchronisation of the received signal and the reference. Results 
are given for a matched filter with 511 and 2047 taps. Each point on the simulation result 
graphs is the result of 2000 independent trials. 
The graphs in fig 3.5 show a good correlation with equation 3.40 for the important 
region for a communications system (0-20 dB output signal to noise ratio). The match 
with the theory is closer than in Cahn's simulation results because of the assumption that 
the power measuring device is perfect. At high input signal to noise ratios, the output 
saturates. This saturation level can be predicted. If the input signal to noise ratio is high 
enough to consider the noise as negligible, then it is the autocorrelation noise which 
dominates. Thus:- 
E(v) = K. P(dither does not influence decision) 	 (3.96) 
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E(v) = 0.7876K 	 (3.100) 
E(V 2 )with uncorrelated signal = var( uncorrelated signal) 	(3.101) 
= K 	(assuming independent samples so E var = var ) (3.102) 
Thus as SIN at the input gets bigger, the output SIN tends to: - 
S 	- (0.7876K) 2 
(3.103) 
N output - 	K 
Graphs of this equation are shown on fig. 3.5. 
3.2.2. Four-level quantisation 
Fig. 3.6 shows simulation results of four-level matched filters of the type discussed 
in sections 3.1.3 and 3.1.4. As for the binary case, the simulation assumes that the short 
term RMS measurement is perfectly accurate and each point on the simulation result 
graphs is the average of 2000 independent trials. Again, the simulation results in fig. 3.6 
show a good correlation with equation 3.86 for the important region of the graph for a 
communication system. The simulation results are again closer to the theoretical 
predictions than the results in Cahn's paper because of the assumed perfection of the 
power measuring device. As before, the output signal to noise ratio saturates at a level 
which can be predicted. At high input signal to noise ratio:- 
E(v) = K. Y, 	 Y, (probability of weight). (weight). (transmitted signal) 
all weights s=±1 
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Simulated 2047 + 
511 (equation 3.86) 
2047 (quatiofl 3.86): .......... 
511 (euation 3.110) 
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Input signal to noise ratio (dB) 
Fig. 3.6: Simulation results for Calm's four-level digital matched filter. 
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(3.104) 
Substituting in the optimised weights and the probability of the weight calculated from 
the dither function 
= K.(2.(0.4005).(1)+2. (0.0995).(3.85)) 	 (3.105) 
1. 56715K 	 (3.106) 
Also:- 
E(v 2 ) = K. E 	E (probability of weight). (weight). (transmitted signal) 2 
all weights s—±1 
(3.107) 
= K. (2.(0.4005). (1)2  + 2.(0.0995).(3.85) 2) 
	
(3.108) 
Thus from equation 3.56:- 
= 3.75068K 
S 	- (1.56715K) 2 
N11 - 3.75068K 
(3.109) 
(3.110) 
Graphs of this equation are shown on fig. 3.6. 
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3.3. Chapter summary 
In this chapter we have shown that a DMF with a guaranteed minimum 
performance in any interference distribution can be developed theoretically, and that its 
performance in simulation matches well with this theoretical prediction. We have shown 
that a DMF with four quantisation levels has considerably better performance (2.5dB 
better) than a two level (binary) DMF. 
-40- 
4. Extension of previous work 
In this chapter, we develop Cahn's DMF into a more practical device, improving its 
performance and making it easy to implement on practical devices. 
4.1. Extension of Cahn's work to larger numbers of quantisation levels 
In Cahn's original paper, he stated that his multi-level quantisation technique could 
be extended to any number of levels. However, he did not state results for any more than 
four quantisation levels. In this section, we shall show that it is difficult to obtain results 
for more than four quantisation levels using Cahn's technique and try to devise a way 
round this problem. 
4.1.1. Binary quantisation using the multi-level technique 
In the previous chapter, we obtained the result for binary quantisation that the 
worst case performance was 4.8 dB below the performance of the equivalent analogue 
matched filter. This was obtained using a significantly different method than the multi-
level technique used for obtaining the four level solution. The important difference in the 
multi-level solution is that the dither function is constrained to be made up of uniform 
-41- 
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distributions. We shall now apply the multi-level technique to binary quantisation. The 
probability density diagram, equivalent to the one in fig. 3.3 for four-level system, is 





Fig. 4.1: Probability densities for binary quantisation with uniform dither functions. 
From this diagram, 
PO 
= 	 (4.1) 
2w 1 
p, =0.5 	 (4.2) 
The worst case interference distribution is: - 
n =0 with probability p0 	 (4.3) 
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n = W1, —w 1 each with probability 0.5(1 - p0) 	 (4.4) 
We also have the noise power constraint:- 
	
2w0. 5(1 - p0) = a2 	 (45) 
Referring to equation 3.61 and substituting for e and Pt:- 
= 2K(1J 	
(4.6) 
N 	W 1 
A plot of this equation is shown in fig. 4.2. This equation is easy to optimise analytically 
with respect to w 1 rather than numerically as is required for the four level case. 
Differentiating with respect to w 1 yields:- 
4K 16Ka 2 12Kcr4 
w - w 	
(4.7) 
Setting this equal to zero and factorising gives: - 
w 1 =±'ta,±'PTa 	 (4.8) 
w 1 is a range and can thus only be a real positive number, therefore:- 
w 1 =a 	 (4.9) 
is the optimal solution, which yields a signal to noise ratio of 
(J =0. 296K/U 2 	 (4.10) 
The worst case noise is then given by:- 
n =0 with probability 	2/3 (4.11) 
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Fig. 4.2: Worst case signal to noise ratio vs the w parameter. 
The w parameter is w 1 /cr. 
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n = 	with probability 1/3 	 (4.12) 
Quantisation is done using a single uniformly distributed random variable, 6, where 
—17<6 <'&T 	 (4.13) 
A received sample is quantised such that:- 
	
amplitude = 1 	 (4.14) 
polarity = sign (r - fi) (4.15) 
The performance of this binary DMF is slightly worse than the one detailed in chapter 3. 
The loss in signal to noise ratio when compared with the analogue filter is 5.3 dB 
compared with 4.8 dB for the binary DMF in chapter 3. This suggests that this 
optimisation process is not the best achievable, in particular the constraint that the dithers 
are uniformly distributed is a restriction that degrades performance. Other artificial 
constraints on the dither function produce similar degradations in performance [40]. 
However, the method used for the binary DMF in chapter 3 does not easily generalise and 
the extra loss (0.5 dB) is small. Simulation results for the binary DIvIF optimised using 
the multi-level technique are given in fig. 4.3. Simulation conditions are the same as 
those used for fig. 3.6. They show good correlation with the equation 4.10. The 
saturation levels for these DMFs can be predicted using a similar method to chapter 3. 
For this DMF at high signal to noise ratio:- 
1 
P(a single bit correlating) = 	 (4.16) 
Thus from equations 3.94, 3.98 and 3.99, 
S 	- (0.577K) 2 
(4.17) 
output - 	K 
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Fig. 4.3: Simulation results for the binary digital matched filter optimised using the 
multi-level technique. 
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Graphs of this equation are shown in fig. 4.3. 
4.1.2. Six and eight level quantisation using the multi-level technique 
We now attempt to obtain solutions for six and eight level quantisation using the 
multi-level technique described in the previous chapter. This is a little more difficult than 
it first might seem. 
In the binary case, there are two variables to optimise with respect to (p0 and w 1 ) 
and one constraint equation (the noise power constraint, equation 4.5). This leaves the 
optimisation with respect to one variable (w 1 ). We shall term this as an optimisation 
process of order 1. In the four level case, there are five variables to optimise with respect 
to (p0, pA, A, w 1 and w2) and one constraint equation (the power constraint, equation 
3.81). This leaves the optimisation with respect to four variables (p0, pA, w 1 and w2). 











where X is 100 divided by the percentage accuracy in the overall range for each variable 
the optimisation is with respect to. This means that the length of time taken to do the 
optimisation on a computer increases extremely rapidly with the number of quantisation 
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levels Q. This is compounded by the fact that the signal to noise ratio function (equation 
3.61) has more terms for larger Q. In fact, it would take far too long to calculate the 
optimal solution for six and eight levels using the exhaustive search method used to find 
the four level solution. However, there is a way round this problem. Examination of figs 
3.4 and 4.2 shows that the signal to noise ratio function is a smooth function with respect 
to the w parameters and that it has a single global maximum. This means that it is 
possible to use a gradient search method instead of the exhaustive search. This reduces 
the order of the optimisation process to:- 
F(Q) = -2 	 (4.20) 
Therefore we are able to evaluate the solution for six level quantisation, which is:- 
t\ N) 
= 0.93K/a2 	 (4.21) 
This represents a loss of 0.32 dB over the analogue matched filter. This performance is 
achieved when:- 
w 1 =O.25o 
W2 = 0. 1625cr 
W3 =0. 8125cr 
The worst case noise distribution is:- 
0 with probability 0.32 
±1.02 each with probability 0. 19 
(4.22) 
MR 
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±0.78 each with probability 0. 11 
±2.425 each with probability 0.04 	 (4.23) 
Quantisation is done using three uniformly distributed random variables, flu, fl2 and fl3 
such that: - 
-0.25cr <flu <0.25cr 
0. 25c < fl2 <0. 575cr 
0. 575cr < fl3 <2. 25cr 	 (4.24) 
A received sample is quantised such that:- 
amplitude = 1.0; ITt !~ fl2 
amplitude = 1.410; 52 < In !!g fl3 
amplitude = 3.27; irl > fl3 
polarity = sign(r - ,81) 	 (4.25) 
Fig. 4.4 shows simulation results for the six level case in its worst case noise. The 
simulation conditions are similar to those used for the four-level case in the previous 
chapter. The simulation results in fig. 4.4 show excellent correlation with the theory over 
the region of interest. As previously discussed, the output saturates at a level which can 
be predicted using equations 3.101, 3.104 and 3.56. In this case, for high input signal to 
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Simu1atd 2047 + 
511 (equation 4.21) -----
2047 (equation 4.21) .......... 
511 (equation 4.26) 
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Fig. 4.4: Simulation results for a six-level digital matched filter optimised using the 
multi-level technique. 
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S 	- (2.23K) 2  
- (4.26) 
N output 	5.88K 
Graphs of this equation are shown in fig. 4.4. 
Evaluating the solution for the eight level case is not so straight forward however. 
Even with the reduction in computational complexity facilitated by the use of the gradient 
search method, it is not possible to evaluate the solution for the eight level case with the 
same accuracy as before. The only way to find any sort of solution is to reduce the value 
of X in equation 4.17. The other optimisations were done with X set 100. In this case, 
the highest value that X can be set is around 30. Unfortunately, this makes the gradient 
search process dependent on the start point of the search. This can best be illustrated 
using the four level case as an example. Fig. 4.5 shows optimisation plots similar to the 
one in fig 3.4, but with the value of X decreasing. Fig. 4.5 shows that if you decrease the 
value of X, the smooth surface with its single global maximum is lost. When this 
happens, the gradient search is no longer guaranteed to find the optimal solution. The 
optimisation plots for X=12.5 and X=6.125 illustrate very well what happens in the eight 
level case with X=30. When the gradient search is applied, it tends to find incorrect 
solutions around w 1 =0. The only way to find any kind of solution is to make the steps in 
the noise function search non-linear and unequal for different parameters. No further 
discussion of this rather unsatisfactory method will be included here. The solution it 
finds is also rather unsatisfactory, the worst case signal to noise ratio is given by:- 
() = 1. 	 (4.27) 
This suggests a minimum performance of 0.57 dB gain over the analogue matched filter! 
This solution is obviously incorrect. The true solution must lie between the loss of 0.32 
dB for the six level case and the loss of approximately 0. 15 dB quoted in [41] for an eight 
level DMF optimised for use in Gaussian noise. This solution is incorrect simply because 
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Fig. 4.5: Optimisation plots for the four level case with X varying. 
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the number of noise cases tried is not enough. For the record, this performance is 
achieved when:- 
w 1 =0. 103cr 
W2 = 0. 244a 
W3 =0. 150cr 
W4 =0. 739cr 
	 (4.28) 
The worst case noise distribution is supposedly:- 
0 with probability 0.04 
±0. 360cr each with probability 0. 151 
±0. 804cr each with probability 0. 113 
10cr each with probability 0. 183 
37cr each with probability 0.033 	 (4.29) 
Quantisation is done using four uniformly distributed random variables, 61, p2, p3 and 4 
such that:- 
-0. 103cr <flu <0. 103cr 
0. 103cr < fl2 < 0. 591cr 
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0.591u < 63 <0.8910 
0. 891a < fl4 <2. 369a 	 (4.30) 
A received sample is quantised such that:- 
amplitude = 1.0; In !~ #2 
amplitude = 5. 175; 62 < In !~ fl3 
amplitude = 11.243; 3 < In :!r 4 
amplitude = 22.079; ml > P4 
polarity = sign (r - flu) 	 (4.31) 
Simulation results from this DMF are shown in fig. 4.6. The correlation between the 
simulation results and the theory of equation 4.27 is quite good, however there is a slight 
tendency for the simulation results to have lower output signal to noise ratios than the 
theory predicts. It is understandable for the results to be slightly better than predicted, (as 
may be the case in some of the earlier simulation results), because any slight statistical 
deviations from the worst case noise distribution will tend to improve the performance. 
The fact that in this case, the results of the simulation look slightly worse than the 
predicted theory only reflects the unsatisfactory nature of this optimisation. Final 
confirmation that this optimisation result is incorrect can be obtained by doing 
simulations in Gaussian noise. It is fundamentally true that a DMF cannot exceed the 
performance of an analogue matched filter in Gaussian noise. Fig. 4.7 shows simulation 
results for the eight level DMF in Gaussian noise. They show quite clearly that the 
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imulatd 2047 + 
511 (éqjuation 4.27) ----- 
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Fig. 4.6: Simulation results for the eight level DMF. 
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recommended that this DMF should not be used in any practical system and there will be 
no further discussion of it in this thesis. 
4.2. Linear integer quantisation weights 
Cahn's optimisation process produces a quantisation function which assigns 
floating point weights. In order to implement the matched filter in currently available 
hardware such as the devices manufactured by INMOS, MEDL and TRW or in custom 
designed hardware such as that found in [42], it is desirable that the weights in the 
quantisation function are linearly spaced integers. The exact value of the weights is 
unimportant, it is the ratio of the weights which defines the performance. Thus the binary 
DMFs (either the one detailed in Chapter 3 or in section 4.1.1) may be considered to have 
linear quantisation weights. 
To find optimal solutions for larger numbers of quantisation levels, requires a 
search of all possible w values. Unfortunately, for reasons previously discussed, the 
amount of computer time required to do this becomes prohibitively large for any more 
than four quantisation levels. This is somewhat frustrating, as commercially available 
devices have up to three bit (eight level) quantisation and the linear integer solution for 
eight levels is expected to have a significant performance improvement over the four 
level solution. 
To find the solution for four quantisation levels, we plot the worst case signal to 
noise ratio against the ratio of the two quantisation weights for many values of the w 
parameters. The results of doing this are shown are shown in fig. 4.8. This graph reveals 
several interesting features. The two lines of points at the left of the graph and the line of 
points up from the origin are almost certainly incorrect. They appear due to the finite 
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Fig. 4.7: Simulation results for the eight level DMF in Gaussian noise. 
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number of noise distributions tried in the search for the worst case signal to noise ratio. 
The striped nature of the upper section of the graph is due to the finite number of w 
parameters tried. The point of interest however, is the largest worst case signal to noise 
ratio when the ratio of the two quantisation functions is 2. Looking at fig. 4.8, this would 
appear to give a worst case signal to noise ratio of around 0.5, or a loss of 3 dB over the 
equivalent analogue word matched filter. Searching back through the data used to 
generate fig. 4.8, we find a solution:- 
N) 
=0. 50Kb -2 	 (4.32) 
This performance is achieved when:- 
w 1 =0.90o 
W2 = 0. 74a 	 (4.33) 
The worst case noise distribution is:- 
0 with probability 0.61 
±1.01 each with probability 0. 13 
±2.38 each with probability 0.065 	 (4.34) 
Quantisation is done using two uniformly distributed random variables, flu and 52 such 
that:- 
-0. 900' <51 <0.90cr 
0. 90u < 62 <2.38cr 	 (4.35) 
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A received sample is quantised such that:- 
amplitude = 1.0; In :!~ fl2 
amplitude =2.0; Irl > fi2 
polarity = sign (r - 1) (4.36) 
Simulation results for the four-level case with linear integer quantisation results are 
shown in fig. 4.9. Simulation conditions are again the same as those used for fig. 3.6. 
Good correlation with the theory in equation 4.27 is observed. Using the same method as 





Graphs of this equation are shown in fig 4.9. 
4.3. Improvements to Cahn's DMF 
Two minor alterations can be made to Calm's DMF, which appear to improve its 
performance. 
The first is to replace the random sequence used as the reference for the matched 
filter with an rn-sequence. M-sequences of length K have the property that their 
autocorrelation functions have a peak of height K and a non peak height (often referred to 
as peak side-lobe level) of -1. They are generated by using shift registers with some of 
no 
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Fig. 49: Simulation results for the four level DMF with linear integer quantisation weights. 
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the taps EX-ORed together and fed back to the shift register input. Lists of the taps 
and/or methods of calculating the taps can be found in [14, 43].  However, these lists 
appear to contain a few errors. Lists of tap numbers which produce rn-sequences of 
various lengths are contained in appendix A. The lists in appendix A are all the m-
sequences for a particular number of taps and they have all been computer checked for 
the rn-sequence autocorrelation properties. In a DMF at high values of input signal to 
noise level, it is the autocorrelation side lobes which define the noise level. Thus, if an 
rn-sequence is used, the saturation level of the DMF is increased slightly. It is debatable 
whether or not this improvement is worthwhile on its own. At such high output signal to 
noise ratios, the data transfer may be considered perfect anyway. 
The second improvement that may be made concerns the dither functions used in 
the quantisation process (the ifs). Instead of choosing them randomly using computer 
generated random numbers, we can use a function which is periodic with period K and 
whose amplitude is uniformly distributed. This improvement was first suggested by 
Turin [44], who suggested ramp functions. Another function with this property is the 
digital to analogue conversion of the taps in an rn-sequence generator. This function is of 
course useful if the first improvement is already incorporated! It is important to note that 
when using these modified dither functions for multi-level systems, the different ifs must 
vary independently. If this condition is not observed, strange and inconsistent results are 
obtained. Examples of combinations which exhibit these undesirable properties are two 
ramp functions (amplitudes are linearly related) and two analogue to digital conversions 
of rn-sequences (successive samples tend to both divide by two). 
It is worth noting that neither of these two changes violates any of Calm's 
assumptions, therefore the calculations of the guaranteed minimum performance are still 
valid. Simulation results of these improvements are shown in fig. 4.10. All the results 
shown in fig. 4.10 are for a 511 tap DMF. The points labelled "original" are for Calm's 
original DMF, as shown in fig 3.6. The points labelled "modified dithers" are for Calm's 
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Fig. 4.10: Simulation results for the improvements to Cahn's DMF. 
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DMF with the random dither functions replaced by a ramp function (p1) and an analogue 
to digital conversion of an rn-sequence (fl2). The points labelled "m-sequence" are for 
Calm's DMF with the random matched filter code replaced by an rn-sequence. Finally, 
the points labelled "combination" are for Cahn's DMF with modified dither functions and 
an rn-sequence matched filter code. The calculated guaranteed minimum performance is 
also shown in fig. 4.10. 
From fig. 4.10, we can see that just using the modified dither functions provides 
little if any improvement over the original DMF. Changing the matched filter code to an 
m-sequence provides a large increase in performance at high input signal to noise ratios. 
However, it makes little or no difference in the critical area for communications (0-10dB 
output signal to noise ratio). Combining the two improvements provides a general 
improvement in performance on all areas of the graph. This improvement is of the order 
of 1 dB over the critical area. It is worth noting that the improvements shown here are 
artificially enhanced by the fact that the simulations used here apply no modulation to the 
signal. When an rn-sequence is modulated, ie inverted for transmission of a digital 0, its 
useful autocorrelation properties are lost on each transition. Since a transition occurs 
50% of the time on average for a binary data sequence with equal probabilities of 1 and 0, 
it is reasonable to expect the performance improvement obtained from using the 
combination of modified dithers and the m-sequence spreading code to be 0.5 dB (half 
the improvement factor). 
4.4. Chapter summary 
In this chapter we have tried to extend Calm's DMF to larger numbers of 
quantisation levels, but with limited success. However, we have found suggestions which 
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give a worthwhile improvement in performance with little penalty in terms of 
implementation complexity. We have also devised a method which allows us to 
implement Calm's DMF on standard devices with linear binary quantisation levels. The 
most practical device we have developed is a four-level DMF with linear quantisation 
weights, modified dithers and an rn-sequence matched filter code. 
U 
5. Impulsive noise and the clip to zero 
algorithm 
In this chapter we look at the type of noise to which we expect the radio alarm 
channel to be subjected and derive a method of trying to combat the adverse effect it has 
on system performance. 
5.1. Introduction to impulsive noise 
Impulsive noise can be defined as interference which has significantly higher 
probability of large amplitudes than Gaussian noise with the same power. This noise 
appears in many communications environments and has many sources. The noise on 
telephone and computer networks is often impulsive because of switching spikes [45]. 
However, we are interested in the impulsive noise on radio channels. Impulsive noise is 
found in the LF, MF and HF radio bands. Sources are both man-made and natural. Man-
made sources include discharges from car ignition systems, fluorescent lighting, motors 
and high power electrical equipment. Natural sources include lightning and other 
atmospheric conditions. Because of the nature of these sources and the changing 
properties of the HF radio channel, the impulsive noise found in the HF channels in 
which we are interested can be assumed to be time varying and site dependent. Thus the 
designer of a system operating in the HF band does not know a-priori the distribution of 
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the noise to which the system will be subjected. 
5.2. Impulsive noise models 
Many models have been proposed and used for impulsive noise ([46-511 for 
example). These vary from the extremely simple and easy to use, which have limited 
realism, to the physically based model proposed by Middleton [50, 51]. Middleton's 
model shows extremely good correlation with measured results including results taken at 
carrier frequencies close to the bands assigned to alarm schemes. This is despite some 
reservations about the measured results being dependent on the receiver used to make the 
measurements, expressed in [52]. We shall use the ---mixture approximation to 
Middleton's model as proposed by Vastola [53].  This model is used because it is a close 
approximation to Middleton's model and is therefore thought to be a good model of 
atmospheric radio noise. The --mixture distribution is, however, easier to analyse 
theoretically and enables us to calculate theoretical results for some of the devices we 
shall look at later in this chapter. The probability density function (PDF) of the &mixture 
model, f6 (X), is a sum of two Gaussian PDFs f0(x) and f1 (x) such that:- 
f(X) = ( 1 - e)fo(x) + efi(x) 	 (5.1) 
The ratio r 2 is given by a, (x)1q02(x). The total power in the distribution is given by:- 
2 =(1-e)o+Eo 	 (5.2) 
Thus an --mixture noise distribution is totally specified by s, y2  and a2 
In the simulations we shall use two of the --mixture distributions shown in ([53], 
fig 4). The first case is s = 0.259 and r2 = 5715. This corresponds to A = 0.35 and 
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F,  =0.0005 in Middleton's model. These parameters are shown to be an accurate model 
of the interference found in a 200 kHz channel with a bandwidth of 6 KHz. The 
dominant interferer is thought to be a nearby power line (see [54]). The second case is 
e = 0.0001 and y2  = 201. These correspond to A =0.0001 and F' =50 in Middleton's 
model. These parameters are shown to be an accurate model of the interference found in 
a 1 MHz channel with a bandwidth of 1.2 kHz. The dominant interferer is thought to be 
ore-crushing machinery (see [55]). 
We shall also use a third e-mixture distribution. The graph shown in ([50],  fig. 
2.4) is for a channel close to the 27 MHz channel reserved for use in alarm schemes. 
Moreover, the dominant interferer is thought to be traffic 16 m from the measurement 
site. It is likely in a city environment that the receiver will be 16 m or closer to traffic. 
The data for this distribution is from [56] and it is interesting to note some of the 
characteristics observed. Most of the noise appears to radiate from a few vehicles, and 
therefore the distribution is highly time variant. The overall amount of noise is 
dependent on the level of traffic. Middleton used his full class B model for this 
interference, but we will simplify this by using his technique described in [51] to estimate 
the class A parameters as an approximation for this distribution. The result of doing this 
is that A =0.01 and F' =0.25. These numbers can be converted to the E-mixture model 




E1A 	 (5.4) 
Thus the e-mixture parameters for the third case are e = 0.0099 and r2 = 401. 
Probability density functions for the three cases are shown in fig. 5.1. However, these 
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Fig. 5.1: Probability density functions for the three impulsive noise cases. 
The Gaussian case and impulsive case 2 are indistinguishable. 
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diagrams are not particularly revealing, with much of the data in them at extremely low 
levels. When we come to look at clipping of signals later in this chapter, it is much more 
interesting to look at the envelope distribution for the impulsive noise cases, as in [53]. 
These graphs show amplitude against the probability of that amplitude being exceeded 
for a distribution. The envelope distributions for the three noise cases are shown in fig. 
5.2. Envelope distributions are often shown with the x-axis plotted on Rayleigh graph 
paper. This is to emphasis the low y-axis values and show the Gaussian nature of some 
parts of the curve, which appear as a straight line when plotted in this manner. The only 
way to show that case 2 is non-Gaussian is by plotting in this manner (see [50]). 
In order to simulate systems operating in these impulsive interference 
environments, it is necessary to be able to generate samples from a random variable with 
the desired distribution. In a computer, the only random numbers available have a 
uniform distribution, thus we require a transform which takes uniformly distributed 
samples and turns them into samples with the required distribution. Unfortunately, there 
is no generalised method for doing this. In [39], a transformation is given for generating 
random samples with a Gaussian distribution. The method used for generating samples 
for the s-mixture distribution is an approximation. We use the rejection method (see [39, 
57] ), where the comparison function is a uniform distribution. We set p(x) in the 
uniform distribution to the maximum value of p(x) in the impulsive distributions. We set 
the range of the uniform distribution to [-W,+W], where W is a large value beyond which 
the impulsive distribution has no significant probability. In the first two impulsive noise 
cases W was set to lOa. In the third case, W was set to lOOo - because fig. 5.2 shows that 
this distribution still has significant probability at lOu (20 dB above RMS value). It is 
worth noting that this method is both approximate and inefficient. The method is 
approximate because it ignores the content of the impulsive distribution below -W and 
above W. However, W has been set such that the impulsive distributions have no 
significant content outside the [-W,WJ range and simulation results presented later in this 
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Fig. 5.2: Envelope distributions for the three impulsive noise cases. 
Again, the Gaussian case and impulsive case 2 are indistinguishable. 
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chapter show very good correlation with theoretical predictions. This method of 
generating impulsive noise samples is computationally very inefficient, because the 
rejection ratio is very high. Thus on average it takes many uniform samples to obtain one 
impulsive sample. Time series obtained using this method are shown in fig. 5.3. These 
time series are normalised, they have zero mean and variance one. 
5.3. The effect of impulsive noise on conventional systems 
The effect that impulsive noise has on conventional digital communications has 
been studied extensively, especially by Jain and Gupta (see [58-68] for example). It is 
shown that the performance of a conventional digital communication system can be 
severely degraded by impulsive noise. This can be illustrated by looking at the 
performance of a conventional system operating with assumed perfect linear 
demodulation and threshold detection as shown in fig. 5.4. Fig. 5.4 shows the BER for 
the --mixture noise cases plotted against the receiver output signal to noise ratio. The 
BER for --mixture noise is given by:- 
BER=1—j f, W 
	
(5.5) 
From fig. 5.4, we can see that for better than extremely modest BERs, the signal to noise 
ratio required is vastly increased in impulsive noise when compared with Gaussian noise. 
What is potentially worse is that this degradation in performance is dependent on the 
exact distribution of the noise, as well as the signal to noise ratio at the receiver. The 
exact distribution of the impulsive noise in an HF radio channel is not known to the 
designer, therefore it is not possible to specify the system performance even if the 
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Fig. 5.3: Normalised time series for the impulsive noise distributions. 
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received signal to noise ratio can be estimated. The other point worthy of note from this 
work is that coherent systems are much more resistant to impulsive noise than non-
coherent systems. 
5.4. The effect of impulsive noise on direct sequence spread spectrum systems 
In this section we look at the performance of the digital matched filter in a DSSS 
system. We do not consider any non-linearities used to demodulate the signal, such as 
phase-locked loops. These will be discussed in the next chapter. The first matched filter 
we shall look at is the theoretical case with analogue word storage. We can use the 
central limit theorem [69, 70] to state that providing the matched filter has enough taps, 
the total noise output from the matched filter with N taps will be N times the average 
noise power in each input chip with a Gaussian distribution, regardless of the input noise 
distribution [71]. Thus, the performance of a DSSS system with matched filter 
demodulation should be unaffected by impulsive noise distributions, provided there are 
enough taps in the matched filter. It is difficult to define "enough taps", the number 
required depends on the ordinal impulsive distribution. However, the discussion in [69] 
indicates that it is relatively few. If we assume that the output of the matched filter has a 
Gaussian distribution, and that we can successfully find the correlation peaks, then the 
BER is given by: - 
BER = 1 - erf1-- 	) 	 (5.6) N output) 
Thus, if the above conditions are met, then we can predict the BER from the output signal 
to noise ratio of the matched filter using the curve in fig. 5.5. Also shown are BER 
simulations for the three impulsive noise cases and Gaussian noise. These results were 
obtained using a 511 tap matched filter with analogue word storage. Each BER is the 
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Fig. 5.4: Theoretical BER for the impulsive noise cases assuming perfect linear demodulation. 
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result of 25000 trials. This graph shows that the performance of the 511 tap matched 
filter is largely unaffected by the impulsive noise distributions. Thus, we shall assume 
that the output signal to noise ratio defines the BER performance of the matched filter 
according to equation 5.5. 
• It is also worth noting that the BER performance at high output signal to noise 
ratios of the impulsive case 1 and case 3 is already better than that obtained in a 
conventional system under similar circumstances (see fig 5.3). 
5.5. Improving the performance of direct sequence spread spectrum systems in 
impulsive noise 
In the previous section, we saw that the matched filter in a DSSS receiver is largely 
unaffected by the input distribution. There are however indications that better 
performance can be achieved. In [72-74] there are results indicating that a hard limiting 
DMF receiver performs significantly better than a linear (analogue word) DMF. These 
results are repeated if we simulate one of the limited precision matched filters from the 
previous chapter in impulsive noise. Results obtained from doing this for Cahn's four 
level DMF with the two suggested improvements (see previous chapter) are shown in fig. 
5.6. In this simulation, the DMF has 511 taps. Each simulation result is the average of 
400 separate trials with the power measuring device assumed to be perfectly accurate. 
We can see that for the impulsive case 3, the performance exceeds the theoretical 
performance of an analogue word 511 tap DMF (processing gain 27.1 dB, shown on fig. 
5.6 as "analogue theoretical"). This is due to the clipping of high amplitude samples 
during the quantisation process, which is equivalent to saturating an analogue to digital 
converter (ADC). Clipping a high amplitude sample destroys any signal information it 
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Fig. 5.5: Theoretical BER assuming Gaussian statistics at the DMF output and simulation 
results showing the BER for the three impulsive noise cases and Gaussian noise. 
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may have contained, but also reduces the contribution it makes to the noise at the output 
of the DMF. If, by clipping at a certain amplitude, the contribution to the noise is 
reduced by more than the loss in signal information on average, then the signal to noise 
ratio at the output will be enhanced. The logical extreme of this is to set to zero any 
signals whose amplitudes exceed a threshold a. We have called this process the clip to 
zero algorithm. 
5.5.1. The clip to zero algorithm for analogue matched filters in Gaussian noise 
We will consider the clipping of analogue matched filters in Gaussian noise for two 
reasons. Firstly, the se-mixture model uses the sum of two Gaussian distributions to 
simulate impulsive noise. Thus if we can derive equations for the performance of a 
matched filter in Gaussian noise, we can calculate the performance in e-mixture 
impulsive noise from them. Secondly, Gaussian noise is a special case of the ---mixture 
distribution. It is the e-mixture distribution that has the worst optimal performance. 
The clip to zero algorithm sets to zero all signals whose amplitudes are greater than 
the threshold a = Cu, where C is the clipping factor as shown in fig. 5.7. If we normalise 
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We shall use the output signal to noise ratio from the matched filter as the performance 
measure. This is defined as:- 
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Fig. 5.6: Simulation of Cahn's four level DMF with the two improvements in impulsive noise. 
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Fig. 5.7: Block diagram of the clip to zero algorithm. 
(dB) = 201og10(rms average correlation peak amplitude 
N out 	 voltagewithanuncorrelatedinputsignal) 	
(5.9) 
The average correlation peak amplitude is given by:- 
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This result can also be inferred from formulae in [75]. The RMS voltage with an 
uncorrelated input signal is given by:- 
4 7Va f(x)} x processing gain 	 (5.13) 
This means that the signal to noise ratio at the ouput This this is the standard deviation of 
the matched filter output, formed by multiplying the average varience of a single tap in 
the dmf by the number of taps in the dmf (the processing gain) and taking the square root. 
Note that the expected value of the correlation peak (equation 5.10) is directly proportional to the 
processing gain and the RMS voltage with an uncorrelated signal (equation 5.13) is proportional to 
the square root of the processing gain. Thus the power signal to noise ratio is directly proportional 
to the processing gain (number of taps in the DMF) if the input noise power is fixed. However, 
attempting to increase the signal to noise ratio by having a larger processing gain will not result in 
any improvement in performance if this results in a corresponding increase in input noise power, 
for example if the transmission bandwidth is increased. 
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If we substitute equations 5.11 and 5.14 into equation 5.8, we can obtain the loss in 
Gaussian noise performance due to clipping, given by:- 
Loss (dB) = 101og 1o (processing gain) 
- 	
(dB) - 101og io(_)) 	(5.16) 
Note that if we make a = Co, , as in fig. 5.7, and a >> 1, the loss is approximately 
independent of the input signal to noise ratio. In spread spectrum systems, a is usually 
>> 1, thus the loss will be independent of the input signal to noise ratio provided A is not 
<<1. Also, ifa>>1 and C>> 1, then the loss tends to 0 dB. 
Fig. 5.8 shows plots obtained from the above equation, along with some simulation 
results. The simulations are of a 511 tap DMF with analogue word storage. Each point is 
the average of 400 independent trials. Perfect peak extraction and noise power 
measurement is assumed. Fig. 5.8 shows that the performance of the filter deteriorates as 
C decreases, demonstrating that clipping to zero at any level degrades the performance of 
the matched filter in Gaussian noise. The simulation results bear out the theoretical 
predictions. 
5.5.2. The clip to zero algorithm in &mixture noise 
It is possible to derive the performance of the clip to zero algorithm in --mixture 
noise from the Gaussian case. The average correlation peak amplitude is given by:- 
( 	1 	1 	(x _l)2 fl 	1 	1 	1 (x— 1)2 h1" 
I(1—e)E ____ expJ- 
____ 
-i-eEJ 2 
 exp— 2a JJJ X processing gain(5.17) 
	
2a if 1I2 i 	I 
The expected values can be calculated from equation 5.11, with the appropriate 
substitution for a. The RMS voltage with an uncorrelated input signal is given by:- 
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Fig. 5.8: Theoretical and simulation results for the clip to zero algorithm in Gaussian 
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processing gain 	(5.18) 
The variances can be calculated using equation 5.14, again with the appropriate 
substitutions for o-. Thus, substituting equations 5.16 and 5.17 into equation 5.8, we can 
obtain the output signal to noise from the matched filter in s-mixture noise. 
Theoretical and simulation results are shown in fig. 5.9 and fig. 5.10. Simulation 
conditions are similar to those for the Gaussian case. Figs. 5.9 and 5.10 show 
performance results (expressed as a loss over the unclipped case) for the three --mixture 
distributions. Fig. 5.9 shows the performance results for varying input signal to noise 
ratio clipping at C = 1.85, chosen to give a loss of approximately 2 dB at -10 dB input 
signal to noise ratio for the Gaussian noise case (see fig. 5.8). In fig. 5.10, the input 
signal to noise ratio was set to -15 dB, and the clipping factor C varied. This graph 
shows that large gains can be obtained if these impulsive distributions are clipped at the 
appropriate points. 
5.5.3. Using the clip to zero algorithm 
There are various methods of employing the clip to zero algorithm. The first is to 
set a fixed value for the clipping factor C. The worst performance this fixed value will 
produce is its performance in Gaussian noise. For example, if it is possible to sacrifice 2 
dB of performance in Gaussian noise at low input signal to noise ratios, then C could be 
set to about 1.85 (see fig. 5.8). In return for this loss in Gaussian noise performance, a 
gain of approximately 5 dB in the case 1 impulsive noise and 6 dB in the case 3 
impulsive noise (see fig. 5.10) would be obtained. In absolute level terms, one would 
expect the impulsive noise to contain more power than the Gaussian noise, because the 
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Fig. 5.9: Theoretical and simulation results for the clip to zero algorithm in the three 
impulsive noise cases (varying input signal to noise ratio). 
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impulsive noise can be thought of as the Gaussian noise floor plus a separate interference 
source. Therefore, this trade-off may help to average out performance, or help to build in 
a certain amount of immunity to impulsive noise. 
The second method of employing the clip to zero algorithm is to apply adaptive 
clipping. By assuming local stationarity, an estimate of its --mixture statistics can be 
made using the methods described in [51]. The optimal clipping point can be calculated 
and applied. This method could produce significantly better results than the first method, 
for example the 13 dB gain in the case 3 at C = 0.4 in fig. 5.10. However, this method 
has several drawbacks. It is much more computationally intense than the first method. In 
the alarm system case, it would take a considerable length of time to obtain enough 
samples to get a good estimate of the noise distribution. In this time, the distribution is 
certainly not stationary, see the example of traffic in [56]. Some impulsive noise 
distributions are not strictly --mixture distributions. These breaches in the assumptions 
will produce unpredictable results. 
5.6. Combining guaranteed minimum performance digital matched filters with the 
clip to zero algorithm 
We can connect the clip to zero processor shown in fig. 5.7 in front of one of the 
limited precision DMFs discussed in chapters 3 and 4 as shown in fig. 5.11. 
The overall performance of this new system has a guaranteed minimum performance of 
the original limited precision DMF plus the improvement from the clip to zero algorithm. 
The clip to zero algorithm has altered the noise distribution, but the guaranteed minimum 
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Fig. 5.10: Theoretical and simulation results for the clip to zero algorithm in the three 
impulsive noise cases (varying clipping factor). 
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Fig. 5.11: Block diagram of the clip to zero algorithm combined with 
a limited precision DMF. 
Simulation results for this type of combination are shown in fig 5.12 for Gaussian 
noise and the impulsive noise cases. The clip to zero algorithm has the clipping factor C 
set to 1.85. The limited precision DMF used in this example is Cahn's original DMF 
with the two improvements suggested in chapter 4. The DMF has 511 taps and each 
output signal to noise ratio is the average of 400 trials. The power measuring device for 
the clip to zero algorithm is assumed to be perfect. The second power measuring device 
is the average power of all previous samples in each of the 400 trials. This has the effect 
that it is highly erroneous at first, and may be significantly different from the original 
noise power. 
In the Gaussian case (and the impulsive noise case 2, which is Gaussian for all 
useful purposes), the clip to zero algorithm should produce a loss of 2 dB. The 
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Fig. 5.12: Simulation results for the clip to zero algorithm combined with a limited 
precision matched filter. 
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analogue word DMF. Thus the overall guaranteed minimum performance of this DMF is 
a processing gain of:- 
	
101og(511)-2-2.3 =22.8dB 	 (5.19) 
This minimum is shown on fig. 5.12 as "theoretical Gaussian/case 2". The actual 
simulation results for Gaussian noise and case 2 are considerably better than this worst 
case. There are two reasons for this. Gaussian noise is not the worst case noise for this 
DMF although it is close to the worst case (see fig. 5.6). More significant however, is the 
fact that the noise is not Gaussian when it reaches the DMF. The clip to zero algorithm 
has altered the noise distribution, and thus the DMF is performing considerably better 
than its original Gaussian performance. 
In the impulsive case 1, the clip to zero algorithm gives a gain of 5 dB (see fig. 
5.10). As before, the guaranteed minimum performance of this particular DIVIF is -2.3 
dB relative to an analogue word DMF. Thus the overall guaranteed minimum 
performance of this DMP is a processing gain of:- 
101og(511)+5-2.3 =29.8dB 	 (5.20) 
This minimum is shown on fig. 5.12 as "theoretical case 1". The simulation results 
consistently slightly exceed this guaranteed minimum because the matched filter is not 
operating in its worst case noise. 
In the impulsive case 3, the clip to zero algorithm gives a gain of 6 dB (see fig 
5.10). Again, the guaranteed minimum performance of this particular DMF is -2.3 dB 
relative to an analogue word DMF. Thus the overall guaranteed minimum performance 
of this DMF is a processing gain of: - 
101og(511)+6-2.3 =30.8dB 	 (5.21) 
This minimum is shown on fig 5.12 as "theoretical case 3". Again, the simulation results 
Wt 
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consistently slightly exceed this guaranteed minimum because the matched filter is not 
operating in its worst case noise. 
It is also interesting to compare the results shown in fig. 5.12 with those in fig. 5.6. 
These graphs are for the same limited precision DMF, but fig. 5.12 is with the clip to zero 
algorithm before the DMF. The addition of the clip to zero algorithm has significantly 
improved the performance of the DMF in the impulsive cases 1 and 3, as would be 
expected. More surprisingly, the performance of the DMF has been marginally improved 
in the Gaussian and case 2 impulsive noise cases. This is despite the 2 dB sacrifice in 
worst case performance caused by clipping to zero at C = 1.85. The reduction in the 
noise power and change in the noise distribution is enough to improve the performance of 
the DMF by more than the 2 dB sacrificed in the clip to zero algorithm. 
5.7. Chapter summary 
In this chapter we have shown that spread spectrum systems have inherent 
advantages over conventional ones in impulsive interference. These natural advantages 
can be enhanced by the use of non-linear signal processing in the receiver, either by use 
of a non-linear clipping device in front of the matched filter or a limited precision 
matched filter, or both. If the non-linearity is not adaptive, these improvements in 
impulsive noise performance come at the expense of a small degradation in Gaussian 
noise performance. 
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6. System design 
In this chapter, we develop an overall system design. The chapter starts with some 
preliminary decisions and assumptions. The design of a system is then discussed, from 
the macro level downwards, ie. from the consideration of multiple systems down to the 
transmitter/receiver components. The personnel required to service the alarm scheme 
will also be discussed. Finally, some discussion of the reliable range of the alarm scheme 
will be presented. The range is one of the most important parameters in trying to assess 
the feasibility of the scheme. 
6.1. Preliminary assumptions and decisions 
In order to constrain the number of unknowns in the design of the system, it is 
necessary to make a number of initial decisions and assumptions. They are set out below. 
The system will be designed to operate within the specifications laid out in [11]. 
We shall assume that there is a maximum of 1024 clients for any one system. The time 
between a client pushing the alarm button and the alarm registering at the receiver should 
not normally be more than 60 seconds. This time is similar to the time required to make 
a phone call and small compared to the time the person responding to the alarm is likely 
to take to reach the client. We shall assume a processing gain of 511. Larger processing 
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gains may give very slightly better performance, but they increase the computational load 
at the receiver. We shall see later that the processing gain is not the factor which limits 
system performance anyway. 
6.1.1. Transmission format 
The choice of the transmission format in a digital communication system is 
normally a trade off between transmission power efficiency, resistance to the expected 
perturbations in the channel and receiver complexity. The possibilities include 100% 
amplitude modulation, sometimes referred to as on off keying (00K), binary phase shift 
keying (BPSK), and binary frequency shift keying (BFSK) [76]. There is also a choice of 
detection methods for each transmission format. 
The choice of transmission format for the system is principally dictated by three 
important factors. Firstly, we expect the detection method to operate correctly when the 
signal to noise ratio in the transmission bandwidth is considerably less than 0 dB. 
Second, the overall error in the carrier frequency is likely to be comparable with the 
transmission bandwidth. The crystals used to generate the carrier frequency for the 
transmission may be assumed to have a minimum overall error of plus or minus 10 parts 
per million over their anticipated operating temperature range [77]. This means that the 
frequency error with a transmission frequency of 27 MHz will be plus or minus 270 Hz. 
Finally, it will be advantageous, though not strictly necessary, if the detection method is 
approximately linear. If the detection method is not linear, the noise PDF at the receiver 
will be altered. The performance of the DMFs and the clip to zero algorithm will be 
different from that predicted in the previous chapters if the noise PDF is altered. 
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Often in direct sequence spread spectrum systems the signal is despread before it is 
demodulated,'for example by using I and Q channels with a matched filter in each and 
combining. In this application, several problems exist with this method. The problems 
are associated with having to use digital matched filters because of the low data rate. 
Using I and Q channels means that there is already a doubling of the hardware required. 
However, to satisfy Nyquist criterion and avoid aliasing of the IF, the sampling rate 
would have to be increased and this will require a several fold increase in the number of 
taps required in the DMF. The combing process is also highly nonlinear. The effect of 
the interaction between this nonlinearity and the nonlinearity introduced by the use of 
limited precision digital matched filters is unclear. For these reasons we look at 
demodulating the signal before attempting to despread it. 
There are two possibilities for the detection of 00K signals, non-coherent 
detection using an envelope detector and coherent detection using a phase-locked loop 
(see fig. 6.1 and [78, 79] ). The envelope detection method is completely unsuitable for 
two reasons. It has very poor performance at negative signal to noise ratios (see [80] ). 
This detection method is also inherently highly non-linear. Coherent detection of 00K is 
a strong possibility however. The phase-locked loop can have an effective noise 
bandwidth of far less than the transmission bandwidth, provided that the loop is given 
sufficient time to lock. This method will be discussed further in the last paragraph of this 
section. 
For BPSK signals, there are also two possible demodulation schemes, the squaring 
loop and the Costas loop (see fig. 6.2 and [81, 82]).  These are normally highly efficient 
demodulation methods. However, they are of no use in this application. The reason for 
this is that when two signals with signal to noise ratios of less than 0 dB are multiplied 
together, the resulting signal has a much lower signal to noise ratio than either of the 
original signals. For example, if the two original signals have a signal to noise ratio of:- 



















Fig. 6.1: Detection methods for 00K, a) non-coherent envelope detection and b) 
coherent detection using a phase locked loop. 
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(6.1) 
Then the output signal has signal to noise ratio is:- 
(6.2) 
If x <y, ie. the original signal to noise ratio was less than 0 dB, then equation 6.2 is 
much less than equation 6.1. Thus the multiplier has severely degraded the signal to 
noise ratio. This applies to one of the multipliers in both the methods for demodulating 
BPSK signals. These multipliers are highlighted with a shaded square in fig. 6.2. Thus 
we dismiss the possibility of using BPSK. 
The traditional methods for demodulating BFSK signals are shown in fig. 6.3 (see 
[79]). In this form they are of little use in the system, as the decision box is highly non-
linear and results in the premature loss of some of the information content of the signal. 
However, if the decision box is replaced by a subtraction, there are possibilities. The 
non-coherent method can be dismissed because of the poor performance of the envelope 
detectors at low signal to noise ratios. The coherent method is a possibility and will be 
compared with the coherent detection of an 00K signal in the next paragraph. 
We have narrowed the possible transmission - formats and detection methods down 
to two:- coherently detected 00K and coherently detected BFSK. if the phase detectors 
in the coherent BFSK system are phase locked loops, then the performances of these two 
systems are similar except for the following.. The BFSK signal has twice as much 
average signal power as the 00K for the same peak power. However, this advantage is 
cancelled by the subtraction box used to replace the decision box in the traditional 
method for BFSK, as this doubles the noise power. In the BFSK system, the filters f  and 
f2 can theoretically have narrower bandwidths than the filter in the 00K system. In 
practice however, the widths of the BFSK filters are likely to be dictated by the error in 
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Fig. 6.2: Detection methods for BPSK, a) squaring loop and b) Costas loop. 
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the carrier frequency and the practical tolerances of the filters, and are therefore likely to 
be a similar width to the filter in the 00K system. The phase-locked loop in the 00K 
system will lock twice as fast as the two phase-locked loops in the BFSK system if the 
locking pre-amble is a string of digital ones, ie. a tone at the carrier frequency. The 00K 
system is also simpler and closer to an ideal linear system than the BFSK system. 
Therefore we choose to use 00K as the transmission format, with coherent phase-locked 
loop detection. The details of the detection system will be, discussed in the receiver 
section later in this chapter. 
6.2. Multiple systems 
To cover larger geographical areas and allow the possibility of more than one 
service provider in a given area, the method used for providing system diversity should 
be studied. The only way to provide true diversity between systems is to have adjacent or 
overlapping systems operate on different frequencies. In [11], there are four separate 
carrier frequencies. As the transmission requires far less bandwidth than is available in 
each of these channels, even with a spreading factor of 511, we can also subdivide each 
of these four channels. If we divide each channel into two, that gives us eight frequency 
independent channels. With co-operation from all service providers, this would enable us 
to set up a cellular structure similar to that used for mobile telephones (see fig. 6.4 and 
[83, 84]). The structure in fig. 6.4 is based on 7 different frequencies (F1-F7). However, 
it is likely that occasionally a signal from a transmitter designed for one receiver system 
will arrive at another receiver. This may happen because a transmitter has been taken to 
the wrong geographical area or because of freak transmission characteristics. When this 
happens, it is important that the receiver does not generate a false alarm, but recognises 
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Fig. 63: Detection methods for BFSK, a) non-coherent detection and b) coherent detection. 
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R = radius of each cell 	 D = minimum distance between 
cells using the same frequency 
Fig. 6.4: Cellular structure for carrier frequency re-use. 
that it is receiving a signal which should not occur. By assigning a different rn-sequence 
spreading code to each system within a local area, this should be possible. There are 48 
different rn-sequence spreading codes available for a length 511 sequence (see appendix 
A). The mechanism for recognising incorrect signals will be discussed in more detail in 
the receiver section later in this chapter. We now go on to look at the structure of a single 
system. 
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6.3. A single system 
A single system would consist of one service centre, a small number of receivers 
and up to 1024 transmitters, as shown in fig. 6.5. The provision of more than one 
receiver is considered important for several reasons. 
It is possible that a receiver may not receive the required signal to noise ratio. This 
may be because the receiver is in a shadow from a particular transmission, caused by an 
obstruction on the propagation path [85].  Careful siting of the receivers should reduce 
the possibility of this, but it is difficult to allow for obstructions close to the transmitter. 
Another reason for a receiver not receiving the required signal to noise ratio is that the 
antenna, which should be omni-directional to allow for all possible usage sites and 
angles, may become directional. This can happen because of reflectors local to the 
transmitter. Having more than one receiver reduces the possibility of all the receivers 
being in a directional null. Finally, an individual receiver may be unavailable some of the 
time because of strong local interference from a variety of other sources, for example a 
particularly noisy car (see 56), an illegal transmission or possibly interference from an 
adjacent cell (see previous section). 
6.4. Transmitter design 
This section is split into three parts, the transmitted signal, transmitter operation 
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reception envelopes 
Fig. 6.5: Layout of a single system or cell. 
6.4.1. The transmitted signal 
The first important decision in the design of the transmitter is to decide what to 
transmit. We have already decided to allow 1024 users. This requires the transmission of 
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10 bits to identify uniquely each transmitter. As well as transmitting an alarm signal, a 
transmitter should also be able to transmit a cancellation signal, enabling a user who has 
accidentally triggered an alarm to cancel that alarm and save the respondent an 
unnecessary journey. A transmitter should also transmit a signal to indicate a low battery 
level substantially before the power of a transmission would be effected. This leaves us 
with three possible transmitted signals, alarm, cancel and low battery. This requires two 
information bits, with one state left free. This extra state could be used for an external 
trigger for example. This means that we have a total of 12 information bits to be 
transmitted. We require a very low bit error rate at the receiver for these 12 information 
bits. In order to reduce the bit error rate from the natural values given in fig. 5.5, we 
apply an error correcting block code to the transmission. The upper limit on the 
performance of error correcting block codes is described by the Hamming bound [86]. If 
we have K information bits and a total transmission of N bits then if:- 
2K < 	 (6.3) 






J! (N - J)!  
then it is possible to devise a code to correct t errors. In this case, K = 12. From these 
equations, it is reasonable to expect to correct two errors. From the Hamming bound, this 
requires N = 20, or 8 coding bits. In this type of transmission, the significant parameter is 
the probability of any error in the decoded 12 bit word. The probability of a word error 
plotted against the output signal to noise ratio from a receiver is shown in fig. 6.6 for the 
uncoded case and the block coded case as described above. It is assumed that the 
receiver output has Gaussian noise statistics. This is a good assumption in the case of 
this spread spectrum receiver, since as we have already seen, the noise distribution at the 
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output of a digital matched filter is always a good approximation to Gaussian. The 
probability of an error in the 12 bit word for the uncoded case is the probability of more 
than zero errors in 12 independent trials. If the BER is Pe, then the probability of a word 
error is:- 
1 —(1 — Pe) 12 
	
(6.5) 
In the coded case, the probability of an error in the decoded 12 bit word is the probability 
of more than two errors in 20 bits. Again, if the BER is Pe, then the probability of a word 
error is:- 
1— ((1 - Pe)20 + 20Pe(1 - Pe)19 + 190Pe2(1 - Pe) 18) 	 (6.6) 
Fig. 6.6 shows that if we wish to achieve very low word error rates, then they can be 
achieved at lower output signal to noise ratio by using the block code. We also require a 
pre-amble to allow the phase-locked loop in the receiver to lock. To minimise the lock 
time with an 00K signal, the pre-amble should be all ones, ie. a carrier signal. This 
carrier signal should not be modulated by the spreading code. A reasonable time for this 
pre-amble is around 10 seconds. If we transmit the 20 bit data signal at one bit per 
second, this then gives us an overall transmission time of 30 seconds. 
6.4.2. Transmitter operation 
In the event of the alarm button being pressed, the transmitter should immediately 
transmit an alarm signal, and then wait for a prescribed length of time plus a random 
period before re-transmitting. This waiting and transmitting cycle should repeat until the 
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Fig. 6.6: The improvement in the probability of error in the received word achieved when 
using an error correcting block code. 
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alarm is cancelled. The prescribed waiting period is to allow the receiver to distinguish 
between successive transmissions. The random period is to allow for the clash of more 
than one transmission. This event is highly unlikely, previous trials have shown that 
alarms are rare occurences. However, alarms cannot be assumed to be independent 
events, they are far more likely at certain times of day and local events like a power cut 
may result in several simultaneous alarms. The effect of simultaneous alarms will be 
discussed in more detail in the receiver section, but two signals cannot be simultaneously 
received. Therefore, it is necessary to have this random back-off period similar to that 
used in computer networks [87]. In the proposed system, it may be a good idea to link 
this random back-off period to the transmitter identity code, as this is unique to each 
client. Because of the retransmitting cycle, it is very important that the alarm signal is 
cancelled as soon as possible after the respondent reaches the client. Leaving transmitters 
on for long periods discharges the batteries and vastly increases the possibility of signal 
clashes. 
In the event of the cancel button being pressed, the cancel signal should be 
transmitted once only, and then the transmitter reset. In the vast majority of cases, this 
will prevent unnecessary disturbance of the respondents. Occasionaly, this cancel signal 
may be lost because of a clash between signals. 
In the event of the battery strength being low, the transmitter should transmit the 
battery low signal once and then repeat this signal again after a prescribed period of time, 
say 24 hours. 
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6.4.3. Design and physical construction 
It is important that the transmitter be designed in such a way that the client cannot 
distort the signal, for example by frantically pressing the alarm button, or pressing the 
cancel button before the alarm signal has finished transmitting. 
The transmitter should also provide some form of assurance that help is being called for 
when the alarm button is pressed. In terms of its physical construction, we have already 
said that the transmitter unit should be as small and unobtrusive as possible. In order to 
achieve this, it will be necessary to use programmable devices such as programmable 
read only memories (PR0Ms) to store the codes and programmable logic arrays (PLAs) 
for the logic. Fortunately, the circuitry required to generate 00K key signals is simple 
[88, 89]. The alarm buttons should be recessed to prevent accidental triggering because 
of knocks. In an ideal system, the transmitters should be regularly tested. 
6.5. Receiver design 
The design of the receiver is far more complicated than the design of the 
transmitter. For this reason we break the design down in to more manageable blocks as 
shown in fig. 6.7. It is important that the whole receiver is extremely reliable. This may 
necessitate the use of redundancy in components and uninterruptable power supplies. 
6.5.1. Demodulation 
We have already decided to demodulate the signal using a phase locked loop such 
as the one shown in fig. 6.8. The design of this loop shall now be discussed. There are 
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Fig. 6.7: Block diagram of the receiver. 
several important parameters to be looked at in the design of a phase locked loop. These 
include the loop noise bandwidth, the time for the loop to lock, the steady state phase 
error, the probability of cycle slips and the stability of the loop. Whole books have been 
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Fig. 6.8: Block diagram of the phase locked loop. 
written on the design of phase locked loops and it would be unrealistic for us to attempt 
to explore exhaustively all possibilities in this thesis. As a result, the design detailed 
below may not be optimal. All the equations in this section are from work by A. J. 
Viterbi [90, 91]. 
The first important decision is to decide the order of the phase locked loop. The 
order of the loop is the order of the polynomial in s of the closed loop transfer function. 
A first order loop is guaranteed stable under all operating conditions, but has a long pull 
in time and a steady state phase error. A third order loop has good pull in characteristics, 
low loop noise bandwidth and no steady state error. It is not however, guaranteed stable 
under all circumstances. We shall use a second order phase locked loop, which has 
reasonable pull in characteristics and loop noise bandwidth. In its perfect form, it has no 
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steady state phase error and is guaranteed stable. A perfect second order phase locked 
loop has a loop filter transfer function:- 
a 
F(s) = 1 + - 	 (6.7) 
S 
If the loop has overall gain K = K, K2 rad/s/V and the input to the loop is 	sin w,,t, 
then loop noise bandwidth BL is given by:- 
AK + a 
BL = 	4 	
(6.8) 






- sin e) 	 (6.9) 
The natural frequency of the VCO is .WVCO, 0 is the phase difference between the VCO 
and the input signal (Os,, - O). Thus the worst case pull-in time is given by:- 
2 




We have already decided to allow 10 seconds for the pull-in time, so t = lOs. The best 
stability of the VCO and the carrier frequency can be assumed to be ±10 parts per 
million. At 27 MHz, this means that WVCO - w 1,, will be around 540 Hz, or 3393 rad/s. If 
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- G2 	 (6.13) 
-  
We optimise this by differentiating with respect to G and setting to zero, ie.: - 
3453735 - 
1 	 0 
G3  
(6.14) 
Thus G = 151. 15 and by substituting back into the pull in time equation, a = 50.4. The 
loop noise bandwidth is therefore 50.4 rad/s or 8.0 Hz. The validity of this calculation 
has been proved by extensive simulation using the signal processing worksystem (SPW) 
simulation packaget. SPW is a time step based simulation package for communications. 
It is quicker to write simulations on the SPW rather than in a programming language such 
as 'C' because many of the blocks required in a communications system are included in 
the package. The disadvantage of using this package is that the simulation time is much 
longer than that required for a custom written program. 
An example of the results from these simulations is shown in fig. 6.9. Fig. 6.9 
shows the VCO input and the data output waveforms obtained from an SPW simulation 
of the above loop. These waveforms are sampled at 2000 samples/s. In this particular 
simulation, A = 1 V, G =151.15 rad/s/V, WVCO - w e,, = 100Hz = 628 rad/s. From the 
worst case pull in equation, the pull in time should be 0.34s. Fig. 6.9 shows the loop 
locking in exactly this time, with the VCO input settling to -4.15 V, ie. the VCO output 
exactly 100 Hz below its natural frequency. 
In practice, this loop would be implemented as an imperfect second order loop, ie a 
third order loop. This is necessary to prevent the perfect integrator in the loop filter from 
drifting to infinity when there is no input signal because of offsets in the circuitry. With 
tSignal Processing Worksystem and SPW are trademarks of Comdisco Systems Inc. 
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Fig. 69: SPW simulation results showing the accuracy of the pull-in time equation. 
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careful design, the imperfect second order loop should have the same dynamics as the 
perfect second order loop as discussed above. One factor we have not taken into account 
is the effect that impulsive noise will have on the loop. Because the loop is non-linear, it 
would require a great deal of work to calculate the effect of impulsive noise on a phase 
locked loop. It is hoped the that the integrator in the loop filter transfer function will 
average the effect of impulsive spikes and therefore the performance of the loop will not 
be affected by impulsive noise. 
The last important issue to address in the operation of this demodulation device is 
the action of the automatic gain controlled (AGC) amplifier which must procede the 
phase locked loop. In a more conventional system, this amplifier would operate on a 
waveform dominated by its signal component, therefore setting the correct signal 
amplitude into the phase locked loop would be easy. In the spread spectrum scenario 
however, the waveform on which the AGC amplifier will have to operate will be 
dominated by its noise component. Therefore, we must decide in advance the minimum 
signal to noise ratio in the loop bandwidth we expect the system to work in and set the 
AGC amplifier accordingly. This signal to noise ratio should be around 6 dB. This figure 
is chosen because it is only at this signal to noise ratio and above that the loop can be 
assumed to be operating in its linear region. It is important that the loop is operating in 
this region for three reasons. Firstly, the pull in time equation and the equivalent loop 
bandwidth equation are based on this assumption. Secondly, if the loop is operating 
outside this region, the noise PDF will be distorted and the performance of the non-linear 
devices discussed in chapters 3-5 will no longer be valid. Finally, at this loop signal to 
noise ratio, the probability of cycle slips will be acceptably low. Note that this 6 dB will 
have to take into account the fact that the modulation method is 00K. 
A worthwhile calculation is the output signal to noise ratio of the matched filter 
when the signal to noise ratio within the 8 Hz loop bandwidth is 6 dB. The following 
calculation is an approximation. Assuming that the noise power is directly proportional 
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to bandwidth, and the data filter employed is 256 Hz wide in order to pass 511 chips/s, 
then the signal to noise ratio in this bandwidth will be -9 dB. With a processing gain of 
511, the output signal to noise ratio from the matched filter will be 18 dB. From fig. 6.6, 
this will give an exceptionally low word error rate. This means that it is the 
demodulation method, and not the signal to noise ratio within the data bandwidth which 
is ultimately limiting performance. 
6.5.2. Despreading 
The signal is despread by parallel correlation with a reference m-sequence, ie. 
matched filtered. We have already decided to use a spreading gain of 511, therefore it 
might seem that we require a 511 tap filter. However, in order to reduce the maximum 
timing offset between the transmitted and the reference m-sequence to a fraction of one 
chip, it is necessary to oversample. Failure to reduce the maximum timing offset to a 
fraction of one chip will result in significant degradation in the signal to noise ratio at the 
output of the matched filter [14]. If we oversample by a factor of four, this means that we 
require a filter with 2044 taps. There are four possibilities for the implementation of this 
matched filter, discussed below. 
The first method for implementing this filter is using commercially available 
matched filters from manufacturers such as INMOS, TRW and MEDL [92]. These 
devices can operate at extremely fast chip rates relative to the chip rate we wish to use. 
However, these devices have relatively few taps per package. These packages are 
cascadable to form filters with more taps. The drawback in using these devices for this 
application is the cost. The cheapest of these devices costs £54 for a 128 tap device. We 
would require 16 of these devices to implement the matched filter in the proposed system. 
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This would add substantially to the cost of each receiver. 
The second method for implementing the matched filter despreading is to use a 
recirculating correlator based around a first in first out (FIFO) delay line as shown in fig. 
6.10. The correlator in fig. 6.10, is a three bit (eight level) design. This architecture 
works by implementing a serial correlation on reception of each chip. The circuitry 
required to implement this architecture is relatively complex, but inexpensive. It does 





Cr  is the chip rate and 0 is the oversampling. If Cr  = 511/s and 0 = 4 as previously 
assumed, then the maximum clock rate is 1 MHz. This is a very modest clock rate by 
current standards. A correlator based on this architecture was built during the course of 
this project and demonstrated to work. However, the complex timing logic and the large 
package count take their toll on design time, operational reliability and cost. 
A third method for the implementation of this matched filter is to design an 
application specific integrated circuit (ASIC). A matched filter ASIC was designed by G. 
M. Blair [42] in connection with this project. This ASIC had several novel design 
features. However, this device has not been fabricated. Fabricating this device would 
only be economically viable if a large number of receivers was envisaged. 
The final method for implementing the despreading matched filter is to sample the 
demodulated signal and do the matched filtering operation in software on a computer. 
By adding a small amount of hardware to the demodulating phase locked loop, we can 
generate a signal which indicates when the loop is locked. When this "in-lock" signal 
becomes true, the data output from the phase-locked loop can be sampled using a clock 
which can be exactly matched with the transmitter clock provided the probability of cycle 
slips in the phase locked loop is low. These samples should be stored until the maximum 
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Fig. 6.10: A recirculating correlator. 
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length of a transmission is reached or the "in-lock" signal lost. The matched filtering 
operation can then be done on the computer. This method has many advantages. The 
non-linear devices discussed in chapters 3-5 can easily be implemented in software. The 
matched filtering operation does not have to be done in real time. Subsequent operations 
are also easy to implement in software. This method is effectively cost free, since the 
computer is required anyway to store and look up records for the clients and drive the 
auto-dial modem to call for help. In the following sections, we shall assume that the 
despreading operation is to be done in software. 
6.5.3. Synchronisation 
If we choose to use the software method of despreading the signal, then 
synchronisation will also be carried out in software. Having despread the signal using a 
matched filter, synchronisation is just a matter of extracting the positive or negative peaks 
from the correlation function. Providing the sampling process has not significantly 
distorted the signal in the time domain, this peak extraction is simple. There will be no 
significant time domain distortion of the signal if the sampling clock is an exact replica of 
the one used to generate the signal. This can be achieved by deriving the sampling clock 
from the VCO output in the phase locked loop. Providing the probability of cycle slips in 
the phase locked loop is low (as it will be if the 6 dB loop signal to noise ratio criterion is 
met), the VCO output can be used to reconstruct the transmission carrier, ie a signal 
directly related to one in the transmitter. The correlation peaks can be extracted by using 
a sliding comb structure which sums the modulus of samples which are 511 times 0 apart 
throughout the length of the stored signal. This operation should be repeated with an 
offset varying from 0 to 511 times 0 samples from the first stored sample, ie sliding the 
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comb along. The offset which gives the largest sum is the synchronisation point, and the 
transmitted bits can then be extracted. 
A criterion can be set for no peaks found, for example if the sum of the largest 
offset from the sliding comb structure is not significantly bigger than the average sum. 
This enables us to detect when the phase locked loop is locking to a signal which is not 
generated by a transmitter from that particular system. This means we can detect when 
the receiver is being jammed. 
6.5.4. Error correction 	 - 
Error correction using the block code discussed in section 6.4.1 can most easily be 
achieved by generating a look up table to be stored on the receiver computer. The 20 bit 
received word can the be used to look up the 12 transmitted information bits. In the 
particular case of the block code discussed in section 6.4.1, the Hamming bound 
(equation 6.2) is not an equality. Thus some received words cannot be uniquely decoded 
into 12 information bits. Because of the expected low error rates, the incidence of 
receiver words which cannot be decoded should be very low. If a receiver word which 
cannot be decoded is received, the receiver will have to wait for a repeat transmition to 
take any action. 
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6.5.5. Appropriate action 
The appropriate action that the receiver computer should take for the variety of 
circumstances generated by the receiver circuitry is best illustrated by the flow chart in 
fig. 6.11. 
A description of each of the action boxes is listed below. 
Action A 
If this action box is reached then the receiver is being jammed. The received signal 
should be recorded and stored for inspection and the system manager called by 
modem. 
Action B 
If this action box is reached, then the received word is not uniquely decodable. 
The receiver should wait for a re-transmission of the signal. This event is so 
unlikely that if it occurs twice in succession the system manager should be called 
by modem. 
Action C 
If this action box is reached then an alarm signal has been received. The receiver 
computer should start calling the list of respondents for the appropriate client by 
modem. These modem calls should only be considered answered if the respondent 
gives some indication of intelligent response, eg. putting down the receiver at a 
certain point in time or typing a code on their telephone. This avoids the 
possibility of children or a machine answering the telephone and not obtaining help 
for the client, if the respondent does not answer or fails to generate the required 
intelligent response, then the computer should call the next respondent on the list. 
The message passed to the respondent should include the name and address of the 
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Fig. 6.11: Flow chart for the receiver response. 
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client and instructions to cancel the alarm when they reach the client. The 
respondent should be encouraged to listen to all the message to make sure that they 
receive all the necessary details. If the transmission is not cancelled within a 
reasonable length of time then the computer should seek another respondent. 
Action D 
If this action box is reached then a transmitter is indicating that its battery is low. 
This should be noted and brought to the attention of the system manager as soon as 
possible. 
Action E 
If this action box is reached than a transmitter is cancelling a previous alarm. The 
computer should call all the respondents that provided intelligent responses to the 
original alarm. It should interrupt the alarm call if necessary. If this box is 
reached, but no previous alarm exists, then this should be brought to the system 
managers attention. 
As much information about received signals and action taken by the computer as 
possible should be stored on the computer and hard copied to a printer. This will 
facilitate better diagnosis of problems by the system manager. The stored information 
should contain things like date and time of received signal, an estimate of signal strength, 
respondents called, length of time until alarm cancelled etc. etc. 
An example of a use of this information is if a receiver receives a cancel instruction but 
no alarm exists this will be brought to the attention of the system manager. By checking 
the information records, he may find that the alarm signal was received by other receivers 
and that the signal strength of the cancel signal at that particular receiver was weak. This 
is a perfectly normal state of affairs and nothing to worry about. Another example of the 
usefulness of these records is that the recording of a received jamming signal and an 
estimate of its strength may help in the identification of its source. 
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It is also very important that all the receivers within a single system can 
communicate to prevent duplication of alarm calls etc. 
6.6. Personnel 
As indicated in the previous section, one full-time employee is recommended for 
each system. This employee shall be termed the system manager. The role of the system 
manager is very important and carries a large amount of responsibility. His or her duties 
would include the issuing of transmitters, the maintenance of client records and ensuring 
the maintenance and regular testing of transmitters including the replacement of 
transmitter batteries when necessary. The system manager will also have to be on call at 
all times to deal with receiver faults which could prevent the reception of alarm calls, 
such as jamming. For this reason, it is important that the system manager has a good 
understanding of the technical aspects of the system. The integrity of the system depends 
on the system manager and this should be reflected in the salary and stature offered with 
the job. The system manager will require a car and a mobile telephone. The cost of the 
system manager and his equipment is relatively large but, like the receiver costs, is 
divided amongst a large number of clients. 
The most cost effective way of answering alarm calls is using friends, neighbours 
and volunteers, as used in other successful systems [8, 10].  It is important that the 
records of helpers for each client is kept up to date. If the receiver goes right through the 
list of helpers for one particular client without an acceptable response, then it may be 
possible to get the local police to answer these calls. If this is not possible, then the 
system manager will have to respond to these calls. 
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6.7. Range 
One of the most important parameters when determining the economic success of 
the system is knowing the reliable range of a transmitter. If a single system can serve a 
large geographic area, eg. most of a city, then the number of clients will be high and the 
cost per client low. At first it may seem that we have all the information required to 
determine the range of the transmitter. We know that we require a 6 dB signal to noise 
ratio in an 8 Hz bandwidth. We also know that the transmission frequency will be 
approximately 27 or 35 MHz. Because of the relatively short range of the transmission, 
the signal will propagate by FIF ground wave [85, 93, 94] There are ways of determining 
the range of HF transmissions, for example using the computer program GRWAVB [95], 
but these deterministic methods require the following information:- 
The transmission wavelength 
The surface impedance of the ground. This parameter is strongly dependent on the 
water content of the ground. This means that an HF transmission is dependent on 
the weather! 
The height above the ground and the type and directionality of the transmit and 
receive antennas 
The local topography, for example vegetation or urban, obstructions in the 
propagation path caused by hills etc. 
Normally when designing a system of this type it would be prudent to make 
assumptions based on the expected worst case. In this system it is very difficult to 
determine a worst case for some of the parameters. Taking the transmission antenna as 
an example, a typical worst case assumption would normally be that the antenna is omni- 
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directional. In this particular case it is possible that the aerial becomes directional, but in 
the wrong direction because of local reflectors or the physical shape of a flexible antenna. 
Add to this the fact that the propagation of an HF wave is highly dependent on its 
polarisation and it is impossible to determine a worst case. The noise received at an HF 
receiver is also a highly variable and site dependent quantity. Therefore the only way to 
determine the reliable range of the transmitters in the proposed system is by a set of 
comprehensive measurements. 
It is possible to draw comparisons between the proposed DSSS system and the 
systems currently available. In [1] many of the systems have speech links. To transmit 
speech, the noise bandwidth must be a minimum of 3 KHz. The noise power in a 
receiver is directly proportional to the noise bandwidth. Therefore, the system will 
receive a factor of 375 less noise power in its 8 Hz bandwidth. This does not take into 
account the fact that speech requires more than 6 dB signal to noise ratio to be 
intelligible. Adding to this the expected improvement in impulsive noise performance in 
the system proposed here, the signal to noise ratio in the receiver noise bandwidth in the 
new system should be around 1000 times greater than these speech systems. Assuming 
that the range is proportional to the square root of the power (not necessarily true in an 
HF system) then the range of the new system will be 33 times that of the old speech 
systems. This will give it a range of a few kilometres. It must be strongly emphasised 
that the above calculation is no more than an approximation and that several assumptions 
have been made. It is not known whether or not these speech systems operate under the 
restrictions imposed by [11]. It is expected that the new system will have much greater 
range than the old speech systems under the same restrictions. Whether or not this new 
system can have a range great enough to make a direct radio link economically viable can 
only be determined by measurement. 
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6.8. Chapter summary 
In this chapter we have developed a system design for a DSSS alarm scheme and 
discussed some of the issues involved in the implementation of this scheme. It is shown 
that under similar restrictions, the proposed system should operate much better than some 
of the conventional systems currently in use. Some factors have not been taken into 
account fully in the new design, for example the effect of impulsive noise on the phase 
locked loop. It is also very difficult to establish with any certainty the reliable range of 
the new system. 
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7. Conclusions 
The conclusions from this work can be spilt into three sections. The first section 
looks at the results obtained for limited precision matched filters The second section 
looks at the results obtained for the clip to zero algorithm. The final section looks at the 
possibility of applying this work to a dispersed alarm scheme working by direct 
transmission of a spread spectrum system in the BF radio band. 
7.1. Limited precision matched filters 
It has been shown in chapters three and four that limited precision digital matched 
filters can be designed which have very good performance compared with analogue word 
matched filters. The number of quantisation levels required to achieve good performance 
is relatively small. If the quantisation levels are restricted to being linear, then this 
degrades performance. However, eight quantisation levels will produce a loss of a small 
fraction of one dB in either the linear or the non linear quantisation level case. This level 
of performance will almost always be acceptable in a communications system. 
Unfortunately, the computational time required to find the exact solution for eight level 
quantisation is too large to be practical. This type of limited precision digital matched 
filter will have many applications in other spread spectrum systems and in general signal 
processing. 
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7.2. The clip to zero algorithm 
It is shown in chapter 5 that employing this non linear algorithm before a matched 
filter produces good performance in impulsive noise. If this clipping is at a fixed level, 
then this improvement in impulsive noise performance is at the expense of a slight loss in 
Gaussian noise performance. Adaptive clipping offers the potential for very good 
performance. However, it is difficult to guarantee the performance of an adaptive system 
under all circumstances in a time varying environment. 
Combining the clip to zero algorithm with limited precision digital matched filters 
is simple and the resulting performance is better than the worst case performance of the 
two devices separately. Again, this work should have applications outside the field of this 
study. 
7.3. The feasibility of a spread spectrum alarm scheme 
A spread spectrum alarm scheme along the lines of the one described in chapter 6 
will provide a large improvement over the radio link in conventional alarm schemes. 
Indeed, the performance of such a scheme is limited by practical considerations, such as 
carrier frequency stability and demodulation. The commercial feasibility of a direct 
transmission spread spectrum alarm scheme can only be decided if the reliable range of 
transmission is known. Therefore, this must remain an open question until some of the 
limitations of this work are addressed. 
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7.4. Limitations of this work and suggestions for future work 
It would be interesting to discover the exact performance of the limited digital 
matched filters with more than six quantisation levels. This could be achieved using the 
search method described in chapters 3 and 4 by using more processing power. A better 
way would be develop an analytical optimisation technique. The basis of such a 
technique is conceptually simple. It is no more than a constrained optimisation. 
However, the complexity of the problem expands rapidly with the number of quantisation 
levels and only if the technique could be automated would there be any chance of 
obtaining the correct results. 
The clip to zero algorithm is only one of several non-linear techniques that could 
be employed to provide enhanced performance in impulsive noise. Indeed, the limited 
precision digital matched filters are also non-linear and also provide enhanced 
performance over their linear (analogue word) equivalents in impulsive noise. To 
achieve the best performance in all types of noise, an adaptive version of the clip to zero 
algorithm should be developed. This will mean a study of all the parameters normally 
associated with adaptive filters, for example residual error and tracking ability. Then it 
will be possible to compare the performance of the clip to zero algorithm with other non-
linear techniques. 
To establish exactly the performance of a direct sequence spread spectrum alarm 
system operating in impulsive noise, more work is required. The effect that impulsive 
noise has on a phase locked loop is one aspect that could be studied theoretically. To 
establish the reliable range, it is important that a comprehensive set of measurements is 
done, under as wide a set of the circumstances as is likely to be encountered. 
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Appendix A: Verified rn-sequences 
This appendix contains lists of rn-sequences that have been verified by checking 
the autocorrelation function of each potential code up to a code length of 8192. This list 
is exhaustive. Each code is given as a list of the taps which should be EX-ORed together 
as the feedback term for a shift register m-sequence generator. The taps are numbered 
from the input (tap 1) to the output (tap N). 
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taps =2 code length =3 total no. codes = 
[12] 
taps =3 code length =7 total no. codes = 2 
[13 1  and [2 3  
taps =4 code length = 15 total no. codes =2 
[14] and [3 4  
taps =5 code length = 31 total no. codes = 6 
[25], [35], [1 235 ],[1 245],[l 3451 and [2345] 
taps =6 code length =63 total no. codes =6 
[161,[1  3461, [56], [1 256], [2356] and [1456] 
taps =7 code length = 127 total no. codes = 18 
17 1,  [37], [1 2371, [47], [2347], [1 2571, [1 3 57], [3457], [1 234571, [67], [1 3671, [1467], [2467], [2 
567],[123567],[ 4567 ],[ 1 24567]and[23456 7 1 
taps =8 code length = 255 total no. codes = 16 
[234 8], [13 5  8],  [ 2 3 5 8],  [ 2 3 68],  [1 234681, [1 5681, [25681, [3 5 68], [ 4 5 68], [12 7  8],  [2378], [ 3 5 7 8 
], [16 7  8],  [12 3  67 8],  [12 5  67 8  and [ 2 4 5 67 81 
taps =9 code length = 5 11 total no. codes = 48 
[491,[13491,[591,[23591,[14591,[34691,112 3469 1 , [ 3569 1 , [ 123569 1.[ 1  24569],[234569],[1 2 
79],[2479],[ 1 579],[2579],[1 23579],[124579],[234579],[12 3679 ],[ 4679 ] , [ 134679 ] , [ 24567 
91, [345679], [1489], [2489], [1 234891, [1 5891, [4589], [134589], [123689], [1 346891, [5689]. 
135689],[235689],[1 45689 ],[ 1 2345689],[2789],[123789],[24578 9 ],[ 345789 ], [ 1 26789],[1 
36789b[236789],[246789],[346789],[156789],[3567891 and [l  3456789] 
taps = 10 code length = 1023 total no. codes = 60 
[310], [13410], [12510], [ 2 3 5 l0],[25 610], [1235610], [710], [13710], [ 2 6 7 10J,[  12467 10],[ 12567 
10],[1456710],[123456710],[23810),[34810],[15810],[ 45810 1,[ 2345810 1 , [ 16810 ] , L 1246810 ] , 
[13568101,[278101,[12378101,[12478101,[57810],[12 67810 1,[ 2567810 1 , [ 124567810 1 , [ 13456 
78 10],[149 10],[249 l0],[25910],[1 2459 10],[16910],[l  2369 10],[13469 10],[34569 10],[l 23456 
9 101J379 10],  [24579 10], [679 10], [1 4679 10],  [1 234679 10], [2345679 10],  [1 2489 10],  [23489 101, 
[5 89 10], [345 89 10], [1 2689 10],  [23 689 10],  [24689 10], [34 689 10], [1 5 689 10],  [2345 689 101,[237 
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89lO],[l478910],[4578910],[134678910],[1456789101 and[ 345678910] 
taps = 11 code length = 2047 total no. codes = 176 
[211], [12411], [135 11], [235 11], [12611], [15611], [25611], [45611], [1345611], [23711], [247 111, 
[12347 Ill, [35711],1457111,E1236 7 Ill, [46711],[56711],11 256711 ],1 1356711 1.[ 24567 h 1 ] , [ 238 
11], [14811], [258 11], [35811], [1345811], [23458111, [26811], [36811], [46811], [1346811], [1456 
811], [2456811], [123456811], [17811], [12378111, [13578 11],  [2357811 ],[345 7811 ],[ 12678111, 
[34678 11], [25678 11], [1245678 11],  [911], [129111,[149 Ill, [249111,[359111,[369 It Ij56911], 
2356911], [34569 11], [1 234569 11],  [279 11], [479 111, [2347911], [1 2579 111 ' [13579 11],  [1 4579 
11],[2457911],[2467911],[12346791l],[3567911],[1 2356791l] , [ 456791 l] , [ 13456791 l][ 189 
11], [38911], [489111. [1458911], [1234589111, [68911], [1368911], [3468911], [123468911], [25 
689 11], [123568911], [234568911], [12789111, [1 378911], [1 4789 111,124789 11], [1235789 111,1 
124578911], [234578911], [36789 111,113467891 1 ], [2346789111,11 25678911 ],[2356789 111,[ 
13 10111,123 1011], [34 10111,11234 10111,[124610111,[5610111,[135610 Illj145610111,127 10111, 
[3710 Ill, [12471011],[13471011],[23471011],[145710 Ill, [1234571011],[l2 671011 ],[ 23671011 
1,11467 10111,12467 10 Ill, 1156710 11 ], [356710111,1124567 10111,118 1011], [1238 10111,12348  10 
111,11 258 1011], [2358 1011], [681011], [12681011], [246810111,134681011], [1568 10111,1123568 
10111,145681011 I s [ 147810Ill, [123478 10 Ill,[ 3578 1011 1,1 13457810111,123457810Ill, [3678 10 
11], [1 24678 10 11], 11 3467 8 10 11],  [567 8 10 11],  [1 25678 10 11], [245678 10 11],  [29 10 11], [2349 1011 
1,159 10 Ill, 1125910 Ill, 11359 10111,1145910111,1 345910  Ill, 1126910111,1136910111,[2469 1011 
],[1234691011],[45691011],[1345691011],[2345691011],[7910 11 ],[ 14791011 1 , [ 1234791011 ] , [ 
157910111,113457910  1l],[ 12367910111,123467910111,1145 679  10 111J345679 1011 ],[1389 1011 
],[3489 10 Ill, [458910 ll],[1245891011],[2346891011],[13 5689 1011],[235689 1011],[245689 
10111,117891011], [47891011], [1247891011], [13478910111,11257891011], [23578910111,12457 
891011],[2367891011],[14678910l11,[2567891011] and[ 3567891011] 
taps = 12 code length = 4095 total no. codes = 144 
[146121,[356121,[13456121,[23456121,13 4712 1,[ 46712 1 , [ 1356712 1 , [ 128 12],[1234812],[158 
121,[13458 121,[12368 121J12468 12],  [568 121J13568 121,1278 12], [1 45 7 8 121,[34678 121J1234 
678 121,[239121,[12459121,[23459121,[12569121,[14569121,1 123456912 1,[ 3457912 1 , [ 67912 1. 
[1 3679 121,11 2389 121,123489 12], [5 89 12],  [345 89 12],  [1 2345 89 121,123689 12], [45689 12], [347 
89 121,[15 789 121,1357 89 12],  [1 2 10 121,[45 10 121,[1245 10 121,11 236 10 12], [2346 10 121, 11 256 10 12 
1,[245610121,[125710121,[235710121,[146710121,[123810121,1 23481012 1,[ 23681012 1 , [ 147810 
121,[267810121,[12467810121,[234678101 2 1,[ 1356781012 1 , [ 391012 1 , [ 12691012 1 , [ 24691012 1 , [ 
346910121,125791012], [23457910121,1248910121,13489101 2 ], [16891012], [268910121,124568 
91012],[37891012],[235789101 2 ],[ 1457891012 1 , [ 123457891012 ] , 1 67891012 ] , [ 124611 121,[23 
4611121,14711121,[124711121,[345711121,[12356711 12 1,[ 13481112 1,[ 24581112 1 , [ 681112 1 , 1 25 
681112],[l345681112],[13781112],[45 781112 1,1 2345781112 ] , [ 36781112 ] , [ 1236781112 ] , [ 1256 
781112],[13491112],[13591112],[14591112],[35691112],[13791112],[ 46791112 ],[ 56791112 ],[ 
2456791112],[13891112],[14891112],[123489 1112 ],[ 1246891112 ] , [ 47891112 ] , [ 1257891112 1 , E 
123457891112],[67891112],[1467891112],[21 01112 ] , [ 4101112 ] , [ 124101112 1 , 1 125101112 ] , [ 236 
1011121,[1271011121,[123471011121,[2571011121,[1345 7101112 1,E 267101112 1 , [ 367101112 1 , 1 12 
3671011121,[145671011121,[1281011121,[1581011121,[1681 0 11121,[ 468101112 1 , [ 13468101112 1 , 
[245681011121,[2781011121,[3781011121,[2491011121,[3491011121,[ 12359101112 1 , [ 26910 ll 12 
],[469101112],[12569101112],[14569101112],[123 79101112 ],[ 15679101112 1 , [ 489101112 1 , [ 134 
89101112],[12589101112],[4568910 1112],13 4789101112 1,[ 1345789101112 ] , [ 2345789101112 ] , [ 
36789101112], 
taps = 13 code length = 8191 total no. codes = 630 
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[1 34 131,[125 13], [245 13 1. [1 46 13],  [256 13], [1 2356 13],  [1 37 131J237 13],  [1 2347 13],  [257 131,[12 
357 13], [1 3457 13], [23457 131,[167 13], [367 13 1, [567 13], [1 4567 131,[238 13],  [248 131J358 8 131, 
1235813], [1345813], [16813], [12568 13],[  13568 13],[34568 13],[378 131,[12478 131,[2347813], 
[ 1234578 13 1,[678 13],[1267813],[2367813],[123467813],[ 1567813 ], [ 4567813 ] , [ 134567813 
], [349 13], [25 9 13 ], [1 2459 13],  [2345 9 13], [1 69 131, [1 3469 13],  [23469 131,[3456913 Ij1 234 569 
131,[379131,[12479131,[13479131,[14579 131, [123457913],[23679131,[1235679 131, [124567 
9 131,[1345679 13 1, [289 13 1, [1 25 89 13],  [1 3 5 89 13 1, [1 2689 131, [24689 13],  [34689 13 ], [1 235 689 
131J45689 [234568913], [12789131,[23789131,[24789131,[15789 131,[3578913],[4578913 
],[1 24578913],[134578913],[56 7 8 9 13],[2356 789 13],[3456789 13],[1 310  13],[14  10 13],[1 234 
1013], [25 10131J3  1013], [2345 1013], [461013], [12461013], [561013], [23561013], [1234561013], 
[171013], [13471013], [23471013], [24571013], [1234571013], [671013], [12671013], [13671013], 
[156710131, [381013], [12481013], [23481013], [581013], [23581013], [34581013], [14681013], [2 
46810131, [15681013], [45681013], [1245681013], [12781013], [13781013], [247810131,[3478 10 
13], [1 23478 10131,[123578 10 131,[234578 1013 I s [2678 10 13],  [1 23678 10 131J12467  8 10 131J135 
67810 13],[ 1910 13],[29 10131,[4910131,[2359 10 131,[123459 10 13],[ 13691013], [14691013], [346 
91013], [35691013], [1245691013], [1345691013], [12791013], [14791013], [347910131, [457910 
131,[124579 10131,[23457910 13],[167910 13],[135679 1013],[2456791013],[ 1489 10 13],[3589 
10 13],[1 3458910 131,[123689 10 13],[1246891013],[234689  1013],[1356891013],[1 45689 1013], 
[34568910 13],[1 7891013],[4789 1013],[5789 10131,[34578910 13],[1 2678910 13],[1 367891013 
1, [1 2346789 10 13], [1 2356789 10 13], [456789 10 131, [1 2 11131,[34 11131,[1234 1113], [1 5 11131,[45 
11131,[134511131,[234511131,[2611131,[125611131,[245 61113 1,[ 271113 1 , E 13571113 1 , [ 235711 
13],[12345 7  11 13],[236711 13J,[246711 13],[12346 7 11 13],[156711 13],[356711 131,[13456711 13 
1, [381113], [12381113], [481113], [13481113], [13581113 ],[245 81113], [1234581113], [681113], [1 
36811131,[246811131,[12456811131,[23456811 13 1,[ 781113 1 , [ 14781113 1 , [ 1234781113 1 , [ 12357 
81113],[1245781113],[2345781113],[16781113],[1 246781113 ] , [ 1456781113 ] , [ 2456781113 ] , [ 1 
91113], [12391113], [23491113], [591113], [14591113], [24591113 ],[2369 11 13],[35 6911131, 131J1 23 
56911131,[456911131,[1345691113.1,[234569111 3 1,[ 25791113 1 , [ 35791113 1 , [ 45791113 1 , [ 2679 
1113],[ 1246791113], [13467911131, [13567911131, [1456791113], [8911131, [24891113], [158911 
13],[25891113],[1235891113],[1245891 113 ],[ 16891113 ] , [ 36891113 ] , [ 2356891113 ] , [ 1234568 
91113], [27891113], [12478911 13J,[ 13478911131,[23578911131,[145789 11131, [34678911 13],[2 
567891113],[234567891113],[123101113],[ 5101113 1 , [ 135101113 ], [ 235101113 ] , [ 12345101113 ] , 
[6101113], [236101113], [456101113], [137101113], [2371011131, [2471011131, [157101113], [1 235 
7101113],[23457101113],[267101113],[467101113],[12 467101113 ],[ 567101113 ] , [ 12567101113 1 , 
[13567101113],[238101113],[348101113],[358101113],[12358 101113 1,[ 12458101113 ] , [ 13458 
101113],[2681011131,[134681011131,[1256810 1113 1,[ 24568101113 1 , [ 378101113 1 , [ 12378101113  
], [12578101113], [13578101113], [245781011 13],[ 15678101113], [45678101113], [23456781011 
131J1  [149101113], [249101113], [359101113 ],13 69101113], [12369101113], [1346910 
1113],[234691011131,[5691011131,[135691011131,[ 12379101113 1 , [ 479101113 1 , [ 12479101113 1 , [ 
23479 10 11 13],[135791011 131,[145791011 13],[345791011 13],[ 12346791011 13],[1 3456791011 
13],[2345679101113],[289101113],[389101113],[ 489101113 ] , [ 12489101113  I s [ 1234589101113], 
[689 10 1113], [1 3 689 10 11131, [23689 10 1113], [34689 10 1113], [1 234689 10 11131, [25 689 1011131, 
35 689 10 1113 ],[24789 1011 13],[25 789 10 11 13],[  12357891011 13],[45789 10 11 13],[  12367891011 
13],[2346789101113 I s [ 1256789101113],[235678910 1113 ],[ 2456789101113 ] , [ 1234567891011 
131J1 [ 2 12 131J24 12 131J34 12131,[1235 12 13],  [36 12 13],  [1 236 12 131, [1 256 12 13],  [3456 12 131,[123 
456 12 131,[47 12 13 ],[ 57 1213], [2457 12131,f 1 23457 12 131,[67 12 13],  [1467 1213], [3467 1213], [256 
71213], [1235671213], [281213], [123812131, [24581213], [12681213], [23681213], [1234681213], 
[1 568 12 131,[4568 12 13],  [1 34568 12131,[1578 1213 1. [3578 12 13], [124578 12 13], [2678 12 13],  [367 
8 12 131, [1 34678 12 13],  [5678 12 13], [135678 1213], [23 5678 12 13],  [14567 8  12 13],  [12345678 12 13 
],[3912131,[1239 12131,[23491213],[12591213], [34591213], [13691213], [14691213], [34691213 
],[2569 12131, [791213], [147912131,[347912131,[12347912131,[3579 12 131, [1245791213], [134 
579 12 13],[ 167912 13],[  12467912 13],[ 13467912 13],[ 12567912 131,[128912131,[2489 12 13],[  12 
35891213],[46891213],[2346891213],[245689121 3 ],[ 1247891213 ] , [ 1347891213 ] , [ 13578912 
13], [345789 12 13 ],[67 89 12 13 1,[126789 12 13],  [246789 12 13],  [1 56789 12 13 ],[25678 9 12 131,f 1 24 
5678912 13],[1 345678912 13],[3 10 1213],[1341012 13],[1 251012 131,[6 1012131,[236 10 12 13],[ 123 
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46101213], [3561012131, [12456101213], [13456101213], [127101213], [1471012131, [3471012131,1 
2571012131,12345 7 1012  13],[367 1012131,1134671012131,1125 67 101213],[34567 1012131,123810 
12 13],[ 123481012131,12581012131,1 4581012  13],[ 124581012 131J268 10 12 131,1123681012 13],[2 
3468 101213],[235681012131,[145681012131,[12345681012131,[ 23478101213 ] , [ 578101213 1 , [ 34 
5 78 10 1213],[23678 1012131,124678 10 12 13 1,[34678 1012131J15678 10 1213],[35678 1012 13],[123 
56781012131,[91012131,[1391012131,[123491012 13 1,[ 259101213 1 , [ 12359101213 1 , 1 13459101213  
],[369 1012131,14691012 131,11 3469 10 12 13],[14569101213],[2 4 5 691012 131,14791012131,1134 7 9 
1012131,[23479 10 12 13],[23  5791012131,1136791012131,1146791012131,1 24679101213 1 , 1 15679 
10 12 13 1. [1 23 5679 10 12 13 1, [2 89 1012 13 1. [1 23 89 1012131,[13489 10 12131,[589 1012131,[23589 10 
12 13], [345 89 10 12 13 1,1689 10 12 13],  [1 2689 10 12 13 ],114689  10 12 131,145689 10 12 13 1,11 245689 10 
12131,113789 10 12131,124789 1012 131,134789 1012131,1157891012131,126 7 8 91012  131,112367 89 
10 12 131,146789 10 12 131J1 246789 10 12 13], [2346789 10 12 131,15 6789 10 12 13], [1 4567 89 10 12 131, 
11112 13], [2 1112 131,11 24 1112 131,[234 11 12 13],  [1 25 1112 13 ],[145 1112 131,1136 1112 13], [346 1112 
131,[3 56 1112 131,[4 56 11 12 13 IJ1 57 1112 13 ],[45 71112131,1134571112 13 1,1 367111213 1 , [ 1236711 
1213], [567 111213 I s [ 145 67 1112 131,134567  1112131,18 1112131,1128 1112 131J1 38 1112131,1148 11 
1213], [4581112131,1123681112131,1125681112 1 31,1 23568111213 1 , 1 1781112  13],[278 1112131,112 
478 1112 131J578 11 1213],[1257811 1213],[2357811 12131,11367811 12 131J23678 11 1213],[14678 
1112131,[12356781112131,[12456781112131,[23456781112131,[ 129111213 1 , [ 359111213 1 , [ 1235 
9111213],[23459111213],[469111213],[2346911 1 2 13 ],[ 569111213 ] , [ 12569111213 ] , [ 145691112 
131,[24569 1112 13 I s [3 79 1112 131,[345 7 9 1112 131, [12345791112131,123679111213], [146791112 
131,[24679 11 12131,112346791112 131,1 2567911 1213],[3567911 12131,1134567911 12131,148911 
1213],[13589111213],[23589111213],[245891112131,[12 34589111213 ] , [ 14689111213 ] , [ 34689 
1112131,[156891112131,[256891112131,[12356891112131,[ 45689111213 1 , [ 1245689111213 1 , [ 13 
789111213],[34789111213],[25789111213],[3578911 1213 ],[ 1245789111213 ] , [ 1345789111213 1 , 
[467891112131,112567891112131,1 1456789  1112 131,[1234567 89 11 1213],[23  10 11 1213],[ 14 10 11 
12 131,124 101112 131,11 234 10 1112131,[15 101112 131J25 10 1112 13],  [1345 10 1112 131,[1236 101112 
131,12346 10 11 1213],[23561011 1213],[171011 1213],[12371011 12131,12347101112131,1125 7 1011 
12131,11357101112 131, [3457101112131,11267101112131,135 67101112131,[1345671011 1 2 13 ], [23 
4567 10111213],[1810111213],[1248101 11213 1,[ 134810111213 1 , [ 5810111213 1 , [ 235810111213 ] , 1 1 
45810111213],[245810111213],[6810111213],[2 36810111213 1 , 1 256810111213 ] , [ 356810111213 ] , [ 
2345 68 10 1112 131,[7 8 10 11 1213],[24781011 1213],[457810111213],[1245 781011 1213],[16781011 
1213],[4678101112131,[13467810111213],[125678101112131,1 13567810111213 ] , E 345678101112 
131,[29 10 1112 131,[3 9 10 1112 131,[123 9 10 1112 131,[1349 10 1112 131, [1359101112131,11234591011 
1213], [69101112131,1146910111213], [2569101112131,13569101112131,1 137910111213 ] , [157910 
111213],[23457910111213],[267910111213],[1246791011 1213 1,[ 23467910111213 1 , [ 5679101112 
131,[345 679 10 11 1213],[238910 11 12131,134891011 12131,11234891011 12131,1258910 1112 131,112 
458910111213],[23458910111213],[1689101112131,[ 268910111213 ] , [ 368910111213 1 , [ 46891011 
12131,1124689101112131,15689101112131,11789101112131,137891011 12131,1478910 11 12131,113 
578910111213],[24578910111213],[15678910111213],[1 245678910111213 ] and[ 234567891011 
12 131 
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DIGiTAL MATCHED FILTERS IN UNKNOWN INTERFERENCE 
David G. M. Cruickshank and James H. Dripps 
University of Edinburgh 
ABSTRACT 
This paper examines the performance of Digital 
Matched Filters with multi-level quantisation and dither 
in various types of impulsive interference. The work of 
Cahn [1] is extended to eight quantisation level 
devices. It is then limited to binary quantisation steps 
to enable simple implementation using digital circuitry. 
Improvements to Cahn's device suggested by Turin [2] 
are incorporated and the performance of the device 
evaluated in a variety of interference cases. The device 
is then further modified by a new suggestion, setting to 
zero inputs that are outside the region in which any 
information can be extracted. The performance of this 
new device is then discussed. 
INTRODUCTION 
The performance of a multi-quantisation level Digital 
Matched Filter (DMF) in Gaussian noise is well 
documented [3],  but the performance of DMF's in 
impulsive interference is not well known. It has been 
shown that binary correlator matched filters have 
excellent properties in impulsive interference of the 
type found in the radio frequency (RF) bands [4],  but 
that they have poor performance in Gaussian 
interference [5].  In this paper we shall the develop a 
multi-level DMF which has similar performance to an 
analogue matched filter in Gaussian noise while 
retaining most of the desirable performance of a binary 
correlator matched filter in impulsive interference. 
BACKGROUND 
In Cahn's original paper, he used the work of Stiglitz 
[6] to show that it was possible to design a DMF with a 
guaranteed minimum performance. The calculations 
were then performed for a four level system, showing 
that the worst case performance of the four level 
system was 2.3 dB below the performance of an 
analogue system. It was stated in Cahn's paper that this 
method could be extended to DMF's with a higher 
number of quantisation levels. One of the problems 
with this solution is that the quantisation levels used are 
not linearly spaced and therefore cannot be represented 
by simple digital circuitry. 
EXTENSION OF CAHN'S WORK 
3.1 Increased guantisation levels 
Extending Calm's work to higher quantisation levels 
using a simple serial search algorithm would rapidly 
become impossible as the number of search points is 
proportional to N 3-2 . N is a fixed parameter 
relating to the desired accuracy and q is the number of 
quantisation levels (q=2 for a binary correlator etc.). In 
the rest of this section we shall use the same notation as 
Cahn. If we observe a surface plot of the w parameters 
against their worst case signal to noise ratio as used in 
Cahn's optimisation for a binary (Fig. 1) and a four 
level system (Fig. 2), we see that it is a smooth function 
with a global maximum The w parameters are the 
maximum amplitudes of the dither function for each 
quantisation amplitude. Thus for the binary case there 
is only one w parameter, marked w in Fig. 1. and there 
are two w parameters for the four-level case, marked 
wi and w2 in Fig. 2. Assuming that this smoothness 
extends to systems with a larger number of quantisation 
levels, we can use a gradient search algorithm to find 
their global maximum. This reduces the number of 
search points to being proportional to 0. 5qN 2 , and 
enables calculation of the maximum guaranteed signal 
to noise ratio for up to 8 levels, shown in table 1. 





Table 1: Number of quantisation levels vs the 
worst case loss in processing gain when 
compared with an analogue matched filter 
(non-linear quantisation steps). 
In reality, the worst case loss for the eight level case is 
not 0.00, as this would constitute the perfect analogue 
case, towards which a digital approximation can only 
tend. The experiment has achieved this result due to 
the finite number of noise pdf's used to discover the 
worst case noise. The true loss is likely to be less than 
0.1dB. It was hoped to extend this optimisation 
process to sixteen levels, but the result would appear to 
be 0.00 for the same reason as above. 
Note that the loss given for a binary 
correlator (q=2) is not the same as that quoted 
by Calm (4.8dB). The reason for this is that 
Calm did not apply the same restrictions to his 
binary analysis as he did to his four level 
analysis, in particular the dither function used 
by Calm in his binary analysis did not have a 
uniform distribution. 
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3.2 Linear guantisation steps 
Cahn's search method does not provide linear 
quantisation steps, for example his four level optimal 
solution has the quantisation steps 1.00 and 3.85. This 
would be extremely difficult to implement in digital 
hardware. It is possible to find a worst case solution 
with linear quantisation steps at the expense of a small 
loss in guaranteed minimum signal to noise ratio. 
These solutions can be found by plotting the worst case 
quantisation step against the worst case signal to noise 
ratio for a large number of w values. The envelopes of 
these plots yield the best solution for each quantisation 
step. We can then pick the solutions that have linear 
quantisation steps. This is shown for the four level 
case in Fig. 3 and for the six level case in Fig. 4. Note 
that the six level case has already been simplified by 
taking the largest value of signal to noise ratio in a 
localised area, thus reducing the number of points. The 
numerical results of this are shown in table 2. 





Table 2: Number of quantisation levels vs the 
worst case loss in processing gain when 
compared with an analogue matched filter 
(linear quantisation steps). 
Note that the result for binary quantisation is the same 
as that shown in table 1, as a single amplitude may be 
considered linear. Unfortunately, it has not yet been 
possible to obtain a result for eight levels. The reason 
for this is that there is no obvious way of ensuring that 
the optimal solution has linear quantisation steps when 
testing w values. Thus solutions can only be found by 
trial and error. In the eight-level case, this process 
would takes a prohibitive amount of computer time. 
4. IMPROVEMENTS TO CAHN'S DMF 
Turin [2] has suggested some improvements that can be 
made to Cahn's circuitry. He suggested that if the 
uniformly distributed function used to generate the 
dithers is a resetting triangular ramp, the performance 
of Cahn's DMF will be improved. 
Turin demonstrated this using the binary quantisation 
case. Simulation has shown that this is also true for 
multi-level quantisation, with the improvement even 
more marked than that observed by Turin (see section 
5.2). However, this does not apply if you use triangular 
waves for each dither in a multi-level system, as 
triangular waves have a fixed phase relationship and 
this means that the dithers are proportional to each 
other when they should be at least pseudo-independent. 
This problem may be avoided by using another 
function that is equivalent to sampling a uniform 
distribution without replacement. An example is a 
maximal length pseudo-noise sequence (m-sequence) 
generator with each tap as a parallel input bit to a 
digital to analogue (D/A) converter. Care should be 
taken when using this method too, as a D/A conversion 
of an rn-sequence generator with a small number of 
taps tends to divide by two on each clock pulse, 
bringing interdependence of the dither functions again. 
This can be avoided by taking two precautions, mixing 
randomly the connections between the m-sequence 
generator and the D/A and using an m-sequence 
generator with many feedback taps. An alternative 
practical solution may be to use a PROM containing 
the tap settings of an rn-sequence addressed with 
different m-sequences for each required dither. 
A small improvement in performance at high input 
signal to noise ratios is obtained using a m-sequence in 
place of the random code that Cahn used, but this 
improvement is largely academic as the output signal to 
noise ratio is already large. 
CUP TO ZERO ALGORITHM 
It has been shown that binary correlator DMF's have 
good properties in impulsive interference [4] 
and we shall go on to show that DMF's with a small 
number of quantisation levels also have good properties 
in impulsive interference. These properties may be 
improved further by adding a device in front of the 
DMF which measures the total power going into the 
DMF and sets to zero all signals above the range from 
which the DMF can extract useful information. A 
block diagram of this revised device is shown in Fig. 5. 
The clipping device changes the power measured by 
the second power measuring device under certain 
circumstances. It does not change the measured power 
for the worst case noise calculations, so they are still 
valid. It does change the measured power for 
impulsive noise distributions, and as we shall see it can 
provide large improvements in output signal to noise 
ratio. However, there are potential problems with 
stability of this new device, especially with respect to 
step changes in input signal to noise ratio, sudden 
changes in noise statistics etc. This has not been 
investigated fully as yet, but extreme care should be 
used when choosing the time constants of the two 
power measuring devices. 
SIMULATION RESULTS 
6.1 Preliminaries 
6.1.1 Noise models. We shall show our results for five 
noise cases. 
Worst case noise. 
The worst case noise parameters obtained from the 
optimisation process, specific to each 
optimisation. Thus this noise distribution is 
different for different values of q and different if 
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3 and 4. emixture impulsive noise [7]. 
An empirical model of impulsive noise used in 
some of the literature [4] to model class A 
impulsive interference [8].  This model is a sum of 
two Gaussian distributions, shown in equation 1. 
f(x) = (1— e)f0(x)+ef1 (x) 	(1) 
f0 is a Gaussian distribution with variance a.2  and 
1 is a Gaussian distribution with variance o. 
The ratio of the variances is given by y2 = cr/a. 
We shall use this model with (y2 = 100, e = 0.01) 
as our case 3 and (y 2=100, e = 0. 1) as our case 4. 
5. A new impulsive noise model. 
This is a new empirical model which is designed 
to be a crude approximation to class B impulsive 
interference [ 8]. It is similar to the e mixture 
model, but instead of being the sum of two 
Gaussian distributions it is the sum of a Gaussian 
distribution and a step distribution, as shown in 
equation 2. 
f(x) = Pi(x) + (1 - P)g(x) 	(2) 
where i(x) a step distribution as follows:- 
x<F 	(3) 
0 	x2!F 
g(x) is a Gaussian distribution with variance a 2 . 
The particular case we shall use is with P=0.999 
and F=0.07. 
Measured envelope distributions are shown for the 
noise cases 2-5 all with variance 1.00 in Fig. 6. 
6.1.2. Simulation conditions 
It is assumed that the first power measuring device is 
completely accurate. 
In the simulations of the clip to zero algorithm, the 
second power measuring device is originally set to the 
same as the first power measuring device and evolves 
as an average over 50 samples. The graphs are 
composed of a measurement for each 2dB step in input 
signal to noise ratio. Each measurement is an average 
of 2000 independent runs, with each output signal to 
noise ratio given by:- 
S - correlation amplitude 	(4 
- RMS with shifted signal 
All the simulations are of a DMF with 511 taps 
(theoretical analogue processing gain 27.08dB). 
Perfect synchronisation between the transmitted and 
received code is assumed in all simulations. In the 
simulations where a PN code is not used, the code is 
random and re-chosen for each of the 2000 runs. 
6.2 Simulation results and discussion 
Fig. 7 shows the performance of Cahn's original four- 
level optimal DMF. It shows good correlation with 
table 1 for worst-case noise. The Gaussian noise case 
is shown to be fairly close to worst case noise. The 
other three noise cases show significant improvements 
over worst case noise, and all exceed the theoretical 
performance of an analogue matched filter by a small 
amount. 
Fig. 8 shows the effect of the improvements suggested 
in section 4. All the graphs are for worst case noise. 
The graph labeled Basic' is for Cahn's DMF and is 
the same as the graph shown in Fig. 7, case 1. The 
graph labeled "M-sequence" is for the same conditions, 
but with the random code replaced with an m-sequence. 
This shows a small improvement at small signal to 
noise ratios, rising to a large improvement at large 
output signal to noise ratios. This is because at large 
output signal to noise ratios the denominator of the 
right hand side of equation (3) is dominated by the 
auto-correlation noise of the code. This noise is much 
reduced using a PN sequence. The graph labeled 'Tn" 
uses the modified dither functions discussed in section 
4. It does not show any improvement over Cahn's 
DMF under these conditions. Turin [2] also found that 
this modification did not produce an improvement 
under all circumstances. The graph labeled "Comb" 
shows that the combination of the two improvements 
produces a much more marked increase in 
performance. The exact explanation for this is unclear 
at present, but it is thought that the modified dithers are 
equivalent to sampling a uniform distribution without 
replacement and that therefore the overall variance in 
the system is reduced. Why this only produces an 
increase in performance when combined with the in-
sequence is not known. The final graph, labeled 
"Linear" is a simulation of a four-level device with 
linear quantisation in its worst case noise. The worst 
case noise used to generate the linear performance 
graph is different from the worst case noise used on the 
other graphs on this diagram, as it is the result of a 
different optimisation process. It shows good 
correlation with the result predicted in table 2. 
Fig. 9. shows simulations of the best device that can be 
constructed from this research. It is an eight-level 
optimal DMF with the two improvements discussed in 
section 4, and using the clip to zero algorithm discussed 
in section 5. The graphs for Gaussian and worst case 
noise show a slight loss (up to 1.0dB) over the 
predicted worst case noise, thought to be due to the 
inaccuracy of the second power measuring device. No 
attempt has yet been made to optimise the length of 
time over which this device averages, but from these 
results a longer time may be beneficial. However, a 
longer measuring time will degrade the devices 
performance under transient noise conditions. Thus an 
optimal balance point between these opposing 
considerations will have to be established. The three 
impulsive noise graphs are the most interesting 
however, they show a significant improvements over 
the theoretical performance of an analogue device. The 
improvement in case 5 is especially large. This noise 
distribution is particularly well suited to this type of 
processing. 
It is possible to make an approximation to the 
theoretical performance in case 5. The clip to zero 
algorithm will not attempt to extract any information 
from the high amplitudes caused by i(x). These occur 
7% of the time, thus the processing gain is reduced to 
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2 
(0.93). 511 = 475 = 26. 7dB. However, the noise 
power in the remaining samples is reduced to 
(1 - P) = 0.001 times its previous value, a reduction of 
30dB. Thus, the overall processing gain is 
26.7 + 30 = 56. 7dB. Examination of Fig. 9 shows that 
this is a good approximation to the performance in case 
5 at low input signal to noise ratios. The dip in case 5 
starting at 0dB input signal to noise ratio is caused by 
the second power measuring device including the 
signal power. 
7. CONCLUSIONS 
The performance of the device simulated in Fig. 9 
shows that it is possible to design a DMF with good 
performance in Gaussian noise, a guaranteed worst case 
performance (although highly transient noise 
conditions may render this untrue) and exceptional 
performance in impulsive interference. More work 
needs to be done on the mathematical explanations of 
this performance and investigation of the clip to zero 
algorithm under transient conditions. 
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Fig. 1: Optimisation of binary quantisation DMF 
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Fig. 3: Optimisation of a DMF with four ,-level linear quantisation 
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Fig. 5: Block diagram of clip to zero system 
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Abstract 
This paper examines the performance of matched filters in impulsive noise. It aims to show that by 
adding a non-linear clipping device to the front of a matched filter, the performance of the matched filter in 
impulsive noise will be improved. This is at the expense of a small degradation in Gaussian noise 
performance. Analysis is given for Gaussian and e-mixture impulsive noise. 
Introduction 
Impulsive interference occurs in many communication environments. The best known examples are 
in the BF radio bands and in and around high power electrical machinery such as motors and car ignition 
systems. The most commonly used model for impulsive interference is the --mixture model [1], a 
simplification of the physically based Middleton [2] In conventional systems, impulsive noise severely 
degrades the system performance. It is the aim of this paper to show that in a spread spectrum system, it 
may be possible to design a system whose performance is better in impulsive noise than Gaussian noise. 
model. 
The inspiration for this work comes from observations that limited precision digital matched filters 
can out perform analogue matched filters in impulsive interference environments [3]. The reason for this is 
that high amplitude pulses are clipped at the quantiser in a limited precision digital matched filter, and thus 
the power in such an impulse is reduced at the expense of losing any information it may have contained. 
The logical extreme of this clipping is to set to zero any input to the matched filter whose amplitude is 
greater than a given threshold. This pre-processor has become known as the clip to zero algorithm. A 
block diagram of the clip to zero pre-processor is shown in Fig. 1. The clip to zero algorithm may be 
thought of as discarding received chips of spread data whose signal to noise ratio is significantly worse than 
the average at the input to the matched filter in order to increase the average signal to noise ratio at the 
output. 
The clip to zero algorithm in Gaussian noise 
The clip to zero algorithm sets to zero all signals whose amplitudes are greater than a threshold 
a = Aa, as shown in Fig 1. If we normalise the signal amplitude to 1 and the noise power is or  2,  then the 
probability density function at the input to our system is:- 
(_1)2 	1 	1 (x+1)2 
expi 	—a<x<a 
=0 
	 elsewhere 	 (1) 
We shall use the output signal to noise ratio from the matched filter as our performance measure. This is 
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defined as:- 
	
(dB) = 20logJ 	
average correlation peak amplitude 	\ 
N, 	 Gmsvoltagewithanuncorrelatedinputsignal) 
The average correlation peak amplitude is given by:- 
' 
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exp 	- a <x<a  
processing gain 








exP2J + e,f 1 —' —e,f IaiI 
	
(4) 
exp 	—a< x<a1  
Iexp 
0 	elsewhere 	= - - 1 	1 or 1 
The mis voltage with an uncorrelated input signal is given by:- 
\/ Var.[fs (x)} x processing gain 	 (5) 
where: - 
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If we substitute equations (3) and (5) into equation (2), we can obtain the loss in Gaussian noise 
performance due to clipping, given by: - 
Loss (dB) = 10log 10(processing gain) - 
	
(dB) - 101og io(_)) 
	
(7) 
Note that if we make a= AU, as in fig 1, and a is much greater than 1, the loss is approximately 
independent of the input signal to noise ratio. In spread spectrum systems, o, is usually large compared with 
one, thus the loss will be independent of the input signal to noise ratio provided A is not much less than 
one. 
4. The clip to zero algorithm in --mixture noise 
The e-mixture noise model is an empirical model for impulsive noise based on Middleton's 
physically based model[2]. The distribution for e-mixture noise is:- 
f(x) = (1— e)fo(X) + ef j (x) 
	
(8) 
where f0(x) and f 1 (x) are Gaussian distributions with variance a0 and U1 respectively. The ratio of (70/Uj is 
72 . It is possible to derive the performance of the clip to zero algorithm in --mixture noise from the 
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(X- 1)2 	 (x_I)2 
[(1 - e)E 	 exT} + eE{.i.±....r exP 	X processing gain 	 (9) 
The expected values can be calculated from equation (4), with the appropriate substitution for a. The nns 
voltage with an uncorrelated input signal is given by:- 
/(Varlfo(x)} + Var{f 1 (x)}) x processing gain 	 (10) 
The variances can be calculated using equation (6), again with the appropriate substitutions for a. Thus, 
substituting equations (9) and (10) into equation (2), we can obtain the output signal to noise from our 
matched filter in e-mixture noise. 
Simulation results 
All graphs are for a 511 tap matched filter (processing gain 27.1 dB). Perfect synchronisation 
between the input signal and the reference signal is assumed. Each point on the simulation results is  the 
average of 400 independent trials. 
Fig. 2 shows the loss in signal to noise ratio caused by the clip to zero algorithm in Gaussian noise. 
The reference case is low input signal to noise ratio with no clipping. The theoretical graphs are from 
equations (2-7). Fig. 2 shows that the clip to zero algorithm causes a loss in performance in Gaussian noise 
which increases as the amount of clipping is increased. 
Fig. 3 shows output signal to noise ratio vs input signal to noise ratio for the clip to zero algorithm in 
two e-mixture impulsive noise distributions taken from [1]. The clipping factor A was set to 1.85. The 
theoretical graphs are taken from equations (2), (3), (9) and (10). Fig. 3 shows that the performance of the 
clip to zero algorithm is typically independent of the input signal to noise ratio, especially at low input 
signal to noise ratios where a spread spectrum system operates. 
The most interesting results from this study are shown in Fig. 4. It shows the loss in output signal to 
noise ratio caused by the clip to zero algorithm as a function of the clipping factor A in the two &mixture 
impulsive noise distributions. The input signal to noise ratio was set to -15 dB. Fig. 4 shows that by 
clipping to zero with the correct clipping factor A, it is possible to obtain large gains (up to 13 dB in Fig. 4) 
over the unclipped case in e.mixture noise. 
Conclusions 
We have demonstrated that it is possible to design a matched filter pre-processor that will give the 
matched filter enhanced performance in impulsive noise at the expense of some loss in Gaussian noise 
performance. Future work in this area will concentrate on finding the optimal clipping factor A for each 
--mixture distribution with a view to implementing adaptive clipping. 
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Fig. 1: Block diagram of the clip to zero algorithm 
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DESIGN OF A SPREAD SPECTRUM SYSTEM FOR USE IN IMPULSIVE NOISE 
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Mayfield Road, Edinburgh, EH9 31L 
1. Introduction 
Impulsive noise occurs in many communication environments. It is the result of 
electrical discharges from motors, vehicle ignition systems, high power electrical 
machinery and natural phenomenon such as lightning and other atmospheric 
disturbances. An impulsive noise distribution may be defined as a distribution that has 
significantly higher probability of a large amplitude than a Gaussian distribution with the 
same power. The effect on a conventional communication system can be described as 
dramatic and unpredictable. Attempts have been made to quantify the degradation 
caused by impulsive noise distributions (see for example the work of Jain and Gupta), but 
the degradation is dependent on the transmission format and the exact distribution of the 
noise. The exact distribution of the noise is almost certainly unknown to the system 
designer. 
In the current work, we aim to show that spread spectrum systems have inherent 
advantages in impulsive noise and that these advantages can be further enhanced by a 
non-linear clipping device. The inspiration for this work comes from several sources. In 
[1] it is demonstrated that a hard-limiting correlation receiver can out-perform a linear 
receiver in impulsive noise, although the hard-limiting receiver is not as good as the 
linear receiver in Gaussian noise. Secondly, the central limit theorem dictates that the 
output of a matched filter used in direct sequence spread spectrum has a Gaussian noise 
distribution if the filter has enough taps. Thus it can be argued that at worst, a spread 
spectrum system should be unaffected by the input noise distribution. Finally, Viterbi [2] 
has already stated that Shannon's theorum implies that the worst case noise for a 
communications system is Gaussian noise. Viterbi also states that if the noise is not 
Gaussian, signal processing should be able to make the performance at least as good as in 
Gaussian noise with the same power level. 
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In our analysis, we shall use a direct sequence spread spectrum system with 
assumed perfect demodulation and matched filter de-spreading, ie. we shall concentrate 
on the matched filter de-spreading rather than the demodulation. The strategies that are 
developed Using this conceptual system may be realised more practically by an 
architecture such as the one shown in ([3]  Fig. 1) with few modifications. All the 
simulation results and theoretical predictions in this paper are for a 511 tap matched filter. 
Any power measuring devices are assumed to be perfectly accurate. Losses are 
expressed as the loss in dB over a matched filter with analogue word storage operating in 
Gaussian noise with the same power, ie. relative to a processing gain of 27.1 dB. 
Limited precision matched filters 
Work by C. R. Cahn [31 has shown that it is possible to design a digital matched 
filter (DMF) with a guaranteed minimum performance for any given quantisation 
precision. The minimum performance of these filters applies to all interference 
distributions, including impulsive noise. This work has been extended to larger numbers 
of quantisation levels by the authors [4].  However, for demonstration purposes, we shall 
use the four-level system as proposed by Cahn. Fig. 1 shows simulation results for 
Cahn's four-level DMF in different noise environments. The worst case loss of this 
device was calculated to be 2.3dB. The impulsive noise distributions are two of the 
e-mixture distributions shown in [5] used because they are simplifications of the 
physically based model proposed by Middelton for measured distributions [6], [7]. Each 
point on these graphs is the average of 400 independent trials. These simulations show 
that the worst-case performance is a loss of 2.3dB (except at high input signal to noise) 
and that in e-mixture noise the performance is significantly better than this minimum. 
This minimum performance is better than the performances reported in the literature for 
conventional systems in impulsive noise. 
The clip to zero algorithm 
The inspiration for this study comes from the observations that the limited precision 
matched filters discussed above can out-perform analogue matched filters in impulsive 
noise. This is due to the clipping of high amplitude samples during the quantisation 
process. This clipping removes the information content of a sample, but it also reduces 
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the contribution that the sample makes to the noise. If an individual sample contains a 
disproportionatly large amount of noise, then clipping it can enhance the signal to noise 
ratio at the output of a matched filter. The logical extreme of this is to set to zero any 
signals whose amplitudes exceed a threshold a = Au as shown in Fig. 2. 
In Gaussian noise, this clipping action causes a loss in signal to noise ratio. If we 
normalise our clipping threshold using a = Au, then we can quantify this loss. Fig. 3 
shows this loss as a function of A for a 511 tap DMF. The figures on the key are input 
signal to noise ratio. The theoretical predictions can be found in [8]. 
In s-mixture noise however, this clipping action can produce large gains in 
performance. Fig. 4 shows this loss as a function of the clipping factor A for two 
s-mixture distributions. The input signal to noise ratio was set to -15 dB. Again, the 
theoretical predictions shown in Fig. 4 can be found in [8]. 
Combining Limited Precision Matched Filters With The Clip To Zero Algorithm 
The two techniques discussed in the previous two sections can be successfully 
combined. If we simply place the clip to zero algorithm before the limited precision 
matched filter, the net effect is to take the loss or gain from the clip to zero algorithm and 
add it to the guaranteed maximum loss of the limited precision matched filter. Fig. 5 
shows simulation results obtained from doing this for Gaussian noise and one of our 
s-mixture distributions. 
Conclusions 
In a conventional system, impulsive noise causes an unpredictable degradation. We 
have shown that a direct sequence spread spectrum system may be designed such that the 
degradation has a known maximum bound. We have also shown that by employing a 
non-linear clipping device to the front of a matched filter, we may be able to obtain a gain 
rather than a loss when the noise statistics change from Gaussian to impulsive. 
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Appendix C: Software 
This appendix describes some of the software written during the course of this 
project. The programs and data described below are contained on the high density 5 1/4 
inch disk at the back of. this thesis. The disk is formatted for an IBMt PC and 
compatibles. All programs are written in the 'C' programming language. The 'C' 
programs are entirely self contained, with input parameters specified in #define 
statements at the start of the programs. These programs should compile with any generic 
'C' compiler. The paragraph titles correspond to the file names on the disk. 
modtwotricahn.c 
This programme is included as an example of the simulation programs used to 
verify the performance of the matched filters and the clip to zero algorithm in 
chapters 3-5. This particular programme is the one used to generate the simulation 
results in fig. 5.12, for a limited precision digital matched filter in combination with 
the clip to zero algorithm. The input parameters are the length of the PN sequence, 
the number of samples to be used per output point and the noise distribution. The 
file to be used for impulsive noise samples is contained in the only fopen command 
within the programme. The PN sequence used is specified by setting the tap values 
at the beginning of the function pn. 
t IBM is a trademark of International Business Machines 
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esamplel.c 
This programme generates samples from impulsive noise distributions. The input 
parameters are the distribution parameters from Middleton's model and the number 
of samples to be generated. 
pncodes.c 
This is the programme used to find and verify the m-sequences contained in 
appendix A. This programme has no input parameters. 
casel.dat, case2.dat, case3.dat 
These are data files containing the first 1000 samples for the impulse noise cases 1, 
2 and 3 respectively (see fig. 5.3). 
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